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Black applications on rise, reasons why
by Becky Mulligan
staff writer

While the number of minority applicants as a whole at
JMU has gone up minimally compared to last year,
the number of black applicants has increased considerably.
The Office of Admissions reported a 14 percent increase
in applications from blacks for fall 1995. There were 818
black applicants for fall 1995, 703 for fall 1994 and 790 for
fall 1993. There was an 11 percent decrease in black
applicants from 1993 to 1994.
"I think, as was mentioned last
year, we have been witnessing a drop
in the number of minority enrollment,
and efforts began as far back as two
years ago to re-examine our activities
and, one could say, restructure our
programs," said Alan Cerveny.
associate vice president of admissions
and enrollment services.
While the overall majority of
minority
and
nonminority
applications increased, some
individual
minority
groups
experienced a decrease in the number
of applicants.
The number of Asian-American
applicants dropped 9 percent from
last year. Admissions reported that
635 Asian-Americans applied for fall
1995, 698 applied for fall 1994 and
657 applied for fall 1993.

The number of Hispanic applicants
is down 11 percent from last year.
There were 246 Hispanic applications
for fall 1995. 276 for fall 1994 and
251 for fall of 1993.
The number of Native American
applicants increased by 8 students,
from 28 in 1994 to 36 in 1995. For
fall 1993, 31 Native Americans
applied.
The march on Wilson Hall led to
greater university awareness of the
dropping number of minorit
enrollment, according to
Byron
Bullock,
associate
vice
president
of
Multicultural
Student Services.

JMU
inority
Applicants
For application in fall of. . .
• first column is number who applied,
second column is number who enrolled.

1993

1994

1995

AfricanAmerican 790 174

703 175

818

AsianAmerican 657 65

698 97

635

Native
American 31

5

28

36

Hispanic

28

276 36

251

4

?

246 ?
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Seniors choose
gifts ofgarden,
scholarship
by Melissa Campbell
contributing writer

IAN GRAHAM/.vm/r photographer

Senior Katie Goodman's house on Cardinal Drive is decorated on Valentines Day with the biggest holiday card in
the area. Local florists were also caught up in the Valentine's rush, and some even ran out of flowers.

The class of 1995 hopes to be remembered by two
gifts to JMU: a garden in the arboretum and an annual
need-based scholarship.
As part of the Senior Challenge, the senior class is
trying to raise $50,000 in pledges to fund the two
projects. The garden is the main gift and will cost
about $25,000. according to Sven VanBaars, director
of the Greater University Fund .
Located in the JMU Arboretum, the garden will
feature a wishing well, benches and drinking fountains.
The other half of the money will fund a * holarship
to be awarded each year to a JMU student. The amount
could be up to $1,250 a year if the class reaches its
goal of $50,000. VanBaars said. "It depends on how
much is raised."
Senior Jarad Phclps voted for the scholarship hut
was satisfied with the results. "We got both. The
scholarship will help someone stay in school," he said,
"and our garden will make the arboretum more
beautiful."
Each year, as part of the Senior Challenge, the
senior class votes on a gift to be funded by pledges
made by members of the class.
According to senior Ann Salamy. coordinator of the
1995 Senior Challenge Steering Committee, gift ideas
were gathered by the committee, which is ,i group of
18 seniors selected to represent their colleges.
SENIORS page 2
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continued from page 1
In March 1994, more than 75
students, the Coalition of Concerned
African-American Students, marched
on Wilson Hall to protest the
dropping number of minority,
specifically black, enrollment to the
university.
"I think what we saw last year was
a concern that some things were not
happening and that the numbers were
dropping and that we needed to place
some emphasis on recruitment,"
Bullock said.
"I think the march was, in essence,
a wake-up call to some of the issues
and concerns of African-American
students on this campus. It was a
wake-up call to the university to say
let's not forget we've got to continue
to strive to increase these numbers
and not let these numbers slip and
fall." he added.
Sophomore Danielle Bridgeforth.
a member of the coalition that
marched on Wilson Hall, said. "I
think admissions tried harder to
recruit in more diverse areas than
they did before as a result of the
occurrences of last year."
Senior Todd Myrick. president of
the campus chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored Persons, said, "The attention
the university has received over the

past semester, the past few weeks, the
past year, is probably what increased
minority applications."
Cerveny said the overall increase
in minority applicants is probably the
result of new programs for recruiting
and retaining minorities. He also said
this increase in minority applicants is
a trend he expects to continue.
"What I'm excited about is the
numbers for this year would indicate
that the new efforts are paying off,"
he said. "This is just the beginning.. .
. I would anticipate increasing
numbers over the years as these
programs become more developed.
"JMU has been experiencing
dropping numbers in minority
enrollment for a couple of years, and
with the new leadership in office and
the new focus on multicultural
activities, I expect these numbers to
continue increasing," Cerveny said.
Traccy Porter, assistant director of
admissions, focuses on minority
recruitment and said some of the new
and old programs that may have
contributed to this increase include an
African-American Prospectives
Weekend, formally called Black
Freshman Weekend, phone-a-thons
and an increase in the involvement of
black alumni.
The prospectives weekend is
planned for March 24-26. It will

focus more on academics and the
campus environment than the former
Black Freshman Weekend, according
to Porter. The weekend is a chance
for black applicants to take a look at
the university.
"I think it's going to give [those
attending] a more realistic perspective
of JMU," Porter said.
Kevin Hall, a minority sophomore,
said, "I don't know why more people
are applying because it seems to me
that less would want to come here. A
lot of my friends decided to transfer
to different schools because they
didn't like what was going on here."
Some of these things included the
cancellation of Black Freshman
Weekend last year and the feeling
that there were less events directed at
diversity this past year, he said.
Sophia Jordan, a black sophomore,
said, "I think SMO [Student Minority
Outreach] has been doing a lot this
year to recruit minority students, and
with the reinstatement of something
like Black Freshman Weekend,
minority enrollment should go up."
Porter said SMO has helped to
develop some of these programs, such
as hosting overnight guests for the
prospectives weekend, conducting
fall tours and organizing events.
Phone-a-thons to students
admitted to the university are another

strategy the department is expanding.
Right now, current black and Asian
students call admitted students and
answer any questions they may have
about the university. Porter said he
wanted to see this program extended
to Hispanic students as well.
'The other piece that's been very
positive is the black alumni." he said.
The president of the Black Alumni
Association has been invited to speak
in the spring at the weekend. This is a
new effort Porter started.
When asked about his opinion on
the increase in numbers, Porter
responded, "I'm very happy with the
increase in numbers, but one of the
biggest challenges is going to be
turning those applications into
enrollment."
Roxie Shabazz, director of
admissions, said some of the factors
she felt contributed to the increase in
minority applications are increased
staff sensitivity, staff training in
multicultural issues and different
backgrounds, and the Home High
School Connection Program.
"I think we have worked very hard
this year with the admissions staff...
to increase sensitivity in working
with multicultural areas," Shabazz
said. "When parents call, they can
talk to any one of my staff members
and have their questions answered in

a sensitive, caring way."
The high school program is a
chance for all students to go back to
their former high schools and recruit
for JMU, usually during winter or
spring breaks. The program is open
this year to all interested students. In
the past, only student ambassadors
were specifically invited to be a part
of this program.
Bullock said he thought the
increase has a lot to do with the
emphasis admissions has placed on
JMU being a supportive environment
to
students
with
different
backgrounds and experiences.
Bullock said the Center for
Multicultural Student Services
focuses on the retention of minority
students once they have decided to
come to JMU.
"We. as an institution, have a
mission to recruit students to the
university and then graduate them on
the other end," Bullock said, adding
that retention of students is a
universitywide effort.
One of the programs the center
offers is a summer transition program
for minority students before their
freshman year. Other things made
available to minority students include
a career resources bulletin board for
students of color, financial aid
resources, and study skills and tips.

Seniors

continued from page 1
The steering committee chose its members
by cross-referencing recommendations from
deans with a list of leaders of student
organizations.
After narrowing down the list of gift
possibilities, the committee mailed ballots to
members of the senior class in November and
tallied the votes. A little more than 10 percent
of the nearly 2,200 ballots were returned this
year, Salamy said.
She said she considered the return rate a
"pretty good response."
The steering committee decided to support
both projects after the vote resulted in a tie
between the garden and (he scholarship. An
idea to donate money to the library placed
third, losing by about five votes, Salamy said.
Senior Bridget Schaefer, a health major,
said she would have preferred the project in
support of the library because of the "scarcity
of health reference materials." Out of respect
for the majority vote, though, Schaefer has
pledged money.
The seniors wanted to provide a gift that
would be funded solely by the senior class,
Salamy said, and "the library gets money from
the state anyway."
According to VanBaars. the money will be
raised during the three years following the
senior class' graduation.
Seniors are asked to pledge $95, with the
first $20 due in November 1995. The following
year, $30 will be due. and the $45 balance will
be due in November 1997.
Pledging for the project is "strictly confined
to the class of 1995," Salamy said.

The division of university advancement,
which encompasses alumni relations,
development, university relations and the JMU
Foundation, is responsible for notifying
pledgers when their contributions are due.
Another priority of university advancement is
to solicit donations from parents and alumni,
she said.
The names of graduates who pledge to the
Senior Challenge are left off the list of
potential donors to the university for the
following three years. Salamy said.
Once the money has been collected and the
garden costs have been paid, the remaining
money will be invested by the JMU
Foundation.
The interest earned from the investment will
pay for the annual scholarship, which should
begin by 1998. she said.
VanBaars said the tradition of voting on and
raising money for a class gift began in 1988
when that senior class decided to give
something back to the university. The seniors
then challenged the class of 1989 to raise more
money and contribute a gift, he said.
VanBaars has served as staff liaison to the
Senior Challenge since 1991.
The class of 1994 raised about $43,100 and
has challenged the class of 1995 to raise
$43,200. The steering committee for the
graduating class of '95 has established $50,000
as the goal this year, VanBaars said.
This year is not the first time a class has
sponsored two gifts, but it's the first time two
nonrelated projects were attempted, VanBaars.
who referred to this year's challenge as a "dual
benefit," said.

AMY SANDUN/siaffphotographer

The arboretum is the recipient of some money from the 1995 Senior Challenge. The
award will be used for a garden, and the rest of the challenge money will be for
need-based scholarships. The senior class raises money and gives gifts to JMU.
VanBaars noted that while some seniors
prefer to leave a tangible gift.'others prefer to
give scholarships. Supporting both the garden
and the scholarship was a way to make both
sides happy, he said.
Salamy said the decision to present two
separate gifts "is a good idea."

"It makes the gift more interesting and
available to a larger group of people," she said.
Steering committee member Tamara
Goorcvitz said that along with the scholarship.
"We definitely wanted something tangible that
we could see when we come back with our
kids."
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SGA passes bill defining merger with UCO
by Stacey Danzuso
SGA reporter
The
Student
Government
Association passed a bill that defined
the new roles that will be created
when the University Class
Organization merges with the SGA at
the end of the semester.
Commuter Sen. Matt Rinaldi
presented the bill at Tuesday night's
SGA meeting in the Warren Hall
Highlands Room that explained how
the UCO and SGA would be
combined.
According to sophomore class
President David Baker, class
presidents will become at-large
senators and vote on behalf of their
classes in the senate.
Vice presidents will become
senate representatives and have the
same rights as
any SGA
representative, according to Baker.
The position of director of class
government will be created and
become an executive officer of the
SGA, he said.
For its first year, the director of
class government would be an
appointed position and not maintain
executive voting rights. After a year,
a decision will be made on if the
director will be elected and have
executive voting rights.
The director of class government
will "guide class governments and

oversee the class
officers of each
class," Baker said.
According to
Baker's proposal,
the director would
be appointed by the
1995 Executive
Council of the SGA
and not be a voting David Baker
member in the l995-'96 senate.
The director would also receive
half in-state tuition and a $700
stipend. SGA officers receive half instate tuition, according to the SGA
constitution. Each officer also
receives a stipend.
The
director
of
class
government's stipend would be equal
to that of the SGA treasurer.
Class councils will replace the
current class committees, he said.
Some debate focused on the role
of the director of class government.
Rinaldi made a motion to amend the
bill to make the director an elected
position from the start and give it
voting rights.
Commuter Sen. Greg Satz
opposed the amendment and said.
"We need someone who we know
can do the job."
Lobbying Coordinator Lauren
Webb also opposed the motion.
"We need to define more clearly
and in-depth the role of DCG, and
they should not have a vote while

doing that," Webb said.
The amendment failed, and the
initial constraints on the director of
class government remained intact.
SGA was also concerned about
the amount of money the director of
class government would receive as
an appointed position.
Satz proposed an amendment to
remove the one-half tuition
scholarship and raise the stipend to
$1,000 for the first year. After the
first year, when the director became
an elected executive, the director
would receive the initial amount
proposed.
Rinaldi said, "We've never given
one-half tuition to someone who
wasn't elected by the student body."
The amendment to raise the
stipend to $1,000 and eliminate the
[uition compensation was passed by
the senate, and the SGA approved the
bill thai defined the new roles created
by the merger of the UCO with the
SGA.
Also at the meeting:
• Hillary Wing-Lott, JMU's first
sexual assault education coordinator,
spoke lo the senate about what she
has done since she assumed the
position Dec. 12, 1994.
Wing-Lott said she has been
approached by various organizations
and residence halls to give
presentations on sexual awareness.
She has also spent the last two

months giving informational lectures.
She said she is looking to increase
awareness of sexual assault on
campus, and she hopes to create a
peer educator program for the Sexual
Assault Education Office to further
reach students.
An evening presentation on rape
awareness is also being worked on by
Wing-Lott to incorporate into the
freshman orientation program.
"We're not going to make
a difference in society
unless we address
prevention
and
education," she said.
• Rep.
Kalias
Muhammad,
Finance Committee
co-chairman,
presented a bill to
allocate $1,500 from
the contingency fund
to the JMU chapter of
Habitat for Humanity.
The group had asked for
$4,000 from the SGA to help with
the costs of equipment to build a
house in Harrisonburg, according lo
Muhammad.
Commuter Sen. Mike Zeberlein
proposed to amend the bill up to
$2,000. He said he felt it was a
worthy cause and that the
organization had already raised a lot
of money itself. This amendment was
passed.

Debate over the bill focused on
whether or not Habitat for Humanity
should receive any money at all since
there was no precedent or if the
organization should receive $4,000,
the maximum amount the SGA
could disburse to any group.
The cost of the house Habitat for
Humanity is building is $35,000.
according to Muhammad, and the
group has already raised more
than $13,500.
At-large Sen.
Cathy Manderfield
said,
"They've
worked hard and
deserve
the
money; they've
earned it for all
IPthc effort they've
l|f put in."
5|H7 According
to
'^'Lauren Cogswell,
president of Habitat
for Humanity, this is the
first house the group will
build in Harrisonburg. and it will he
on Kelly Street. It is being built for a
single father and his four sons.
The bill to allocate $2,000 to
Habitat for Humanity was passed.
• Sen. Ron Rose, Finance
Committee co-chairman, presented a
bill to allocate $1,810 to EARTH to
support Earth Week.
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Zulu Dance Theatre presents African culture Activities help
in job search
by Rick Thompson
staff writer
A crowd of about 220 came to its feet for
Zulu Dance Theatre on Monday night after
being mesmerized by an hour and a half of
rhythmic dance and song.
The standing ovation culminated a unique
presentation of South African culture at
Grafton Stovall Theatre that was brought to
JMU by the Center for Multicultural Student
Services and the University Program Board.
The group is made up of six men and three
women who dance, sing and chant together to
create a hypnotic blend of visual and aural
images.
"I didn't know what to expect," said
sophomore Latrice Wilson, who was happy to
have been able to make the show. "It was very
entertaining."
Sophomore Artie Denman said, "I thought it
was incredible.
"I'm a percussionist," he said, "and I was
totally amazed. It was really educational for
me."
"Cultural exchange" is how Zenzi Mbuli, a
member of the Zulu Dance Theatre group,
described the performance.
According to Basi Mahlasela, another
member, "We are more or less promoting
South African culture. We want to expose our
culture and learn about American culture."
According to Dan Jasper, public relations
chair for UPB, the group was brought to JMU
as part of a five-week tour of American high
schools and universities.
The event was originally organized by the
center, he said, who brought the idea to UPB
to see if it also wanted to be involved.
"We knew it was going to be a beneficial
event to bring to campus," Jasper said.
According to Reggie Dyson, a graduate
assistant, the center received promotional
information for Zulu Dance Theatre at the
center and made a follow-up phone call.
After that, Dyson said, the center drew up a
proposal for bringing the-group to JMU and
shared the proposal with UPB. Toward the end
of last semester, UPB and the Center for
Multicultural Student Services joined together,

by Zeni Colorado
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Three members of Zulu Dance Theatre from South Africa demonstrate their native
culture through rhythmic dance and song Monday night in Grafton Stovall Theatre.
and from there, the plan fell into place, he said.
According to Dixon Malele, the group's
manager, Zulu Dance Theatre is based out of
the Civic Theatre of Johannesburg, South
Africa. The group was given the opportunity to
come to America by an intercultural service in
Florida which brings performing groups from
all across Africa to America each year, he said.
The group arrived Feb. 7 and has been
touring ever since, presenting a powerful
presentation of South African culture all along
the East Coast, Malele said.
The show was divided into halves. The first
was made up of separate performances with a
humorous, audience-oriented feeling, including
a surprise — an a capella rendition of "The
Lion Sleeps Tonight."
The second half was more introspective and
expressed a deeper cultural message of South
African dance, even going so far as to explore
the sexuality of African indigenous culture
during one elaborate dance.
During the Zulu Dance Theatre's last dance.

the group came together and bowed for the
audience, which stood and cheered.
After the performance, Mahlasela and Mbuli
returned to the stage to answer questions from
the audience. They also took the opportunity to
address multiculluralism. saying. "The world
is small now, and there are so many people, but
one thing is amazing — we are all human
beings."
According to Dyson, several more events
are being sponsored as part of Black Emphasis
Month. The Contemporary Gospel Singers are
hosting jazz singer Ben Tankard at 9 p.m. in
the Phillips Hall Ballroom on Feb. 18. This
event is also being co-sponsored by the Center
for Multicultural Student Services and UPB.
Dyson said. The Contemporary Gospel Singers
will also sponsor a gospel extravaganza
beginning at 3 p.m. Feb. 19, he said.
Keynote speaker Michael Dyson, author of
Making Malcolm: the Myth and Meaning of
Malcolm X, will speak Feb. 20 at Grafton
Stovall Theatre at 8 p.m.

staff writer
Newspaper want ads. JMU on-line, offcampus recruiting, networking, yellow
pages and the Internet are all sources a
student can use in his or her job search,
graduate student Bryan Kempton said while
leading a workshop titled, "Job Search
101."Tuesday at 3 p.m.
Job Search 101 was one of the many
workshops offered this week by the Office
of Career Services during Job Search Week.
Kempton said.
"This semester, we wanted to expand the
idea [of helping students with their job
search] into fully developed workshops for
a weeklong basis early, so that seniors, or
anyone else interested, can gain the
information they need to find a job,"
Kempton said.
Lisa Pernell, the campus relations
representative, began Job Search Week
Monday at 4 p.m. in Sonner Hall with a
workshop titled. "What to Expect with
Second Interviews and On-Site Visits."
Discussed at the workshop was
preparation for a first interview, a checklist
for a second interview and a list of followup activities, according to Pernell.
Pernell also led the workshop, "Ethics in
the Workplace," which took place Tuesday
at 4 p.m. in Sonner Hall.
For this workshop, a lot of interaction
and conversation from students about
different scenarios of dilemmas and
problems one might encounter in the
workplace was presented. Pernell said.
"I hope that students will walk away
from these workshops with something they
didn't know before. It's good for students to
start early with their job search as
sophomores and juniors and not just as
seniors." Pernell said.
Another workshop held Tuesday in the
Chandler Hall computer lab informed
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The Breeze it looking for a
new Advertising Manager
for the 1995**96 school year.
All majors are welcome to
apply. Those with experience
in management* sales or
publications are encouraged to
apply. This job requires strong
organizational and leadership
skills. Experience in ad design
and ad sales is a plus. This is a
paid position.
Please send cover letter,
resume and clips tot
Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Wednesday, February 22 at 7:00 p.m.
in Godwin Hall Wrestling Room
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Admission is FREE to JMU Students
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For more information call:
Rob 433-3651
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High School Dance
From Bell!
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Join The Crew
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Super Value Meal...

4 Great
Bands for
only 2
BUCKS!
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Thursday, February 23
8 p.m. Phillips Hall Ballroom

FEATURING:
Conic- re-experience your high school
dances! Relive- the excitement, the fun, the
tacky dresses and the- '80s music! Make- lliis
the Prom you'll never forget!

Friday, February 17 8:00 p.m.
Phillips Hall Ballroom
FREE!
Dress is optional.
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Saturday, February 18,1995
Sponsored by: CGS and UPB
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The Christophers sponsor a film
and video contest for students
The Christophers, a nonprofit organization, sponsors a
contest for students interested in film and video. Students can
work individually or in a group to create one film or video an
image expressing the theme, "One person can make a
difference."
Any student currently enrolled in college is eligible to enter
the contest. Entries must be submitted on three-fourths-inch or
VHS cassette. Cassettes need to be labeled and include the
following: title, length, and the name and address of entrant. The
film or video should be five minutes or less.
Deadline for entries is June 9. For more information. The
Christophers, Video Contest, 12 East 48th Street, New York,
NY 10017 or (212) 759-4050.
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NEWSFILE
Practice opportunity for students
taking graduate school exams
Kaplan Educational Centers offer "test drives" for students
bound for graduate school. Students can get a free practice run
on admissions exams.
On Feb. 25-26, students preparing for the LSAT, MCAT,
GMAT and GRE can take a practice test, learn valuable testtaking strategies and receive a computer analysis of performance
on practice test.
For additional information about testing locations and times
call Kaplan at 1-800-KAP-TEST.

Street Smart self-defense seminar
A self-defense seminar will be held Feb. 22. The seminar is
free to JMU students. Master Harold Halterman from Halterman
Karate will be the instructor.
The seminar will be held in Godwin Hall Wrestling Room, 7
p.m. No prior experience necessary.

Bear Mountain outdoor retreats
Bear Mountain, located in Highland County, provides
mountain ecology retreats, family retreats, and custom programs
for schools and other organizations. Workshops, seminars and
retreats are primarily weeklong and weekend offerings, from
April through October.
These programs offer activities including nature awareness,
mountain ecology, nature photography, bird watching, hiking,
mountain biking, spelunking and fishing. There are also
workshops and seminars that teach skills in log cabin
construction, home building, home improvements, repairs and
building with stone.
For more information, contact Thomas Brody,
owner/director. Bear Mountain Outdoor School, U.S. 250
Hightown, VA 24444 or call (703) 468-2700.

Shrove Tuesday pancake brunch
and supper to be held Feb. 28
The Bridgewater Home Auxiliary is sponsoring Shrove
Tuesday brunch and supper Feb. 28 at the Bridgewater Church
of the Brethren. Brunch will be served from 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Supper will be served from 4-7 p.m.
The menu includes pancakes, sausage gravy, chicken gravy,
applesauce, fruit cup, tea and coffee. Donations made to the
Bridgewater Home Auxiliary will go into the scholarship fund.

Credit Union Board elections
Dr. William Jackameit has been nominated for a seat on the
board of the Commonwealth One Federal Credit Union, which
has a branch in Gibbons Hall. Jackameit is one of five credit
members running for a seat.
Members will receive their ballots mid February. Anyone
having an account with the credit union is eligible to vote.
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POLICE
by Greg Froom
police reporter
Campus police report the following:

Assault and Battery
• A student reportedly was attacked by four or five unidentified
males between Bridgeforth Stadium and Godwin Hall at 11:58 p.m.
Feb. 12.
The student reportedly complained of dizziness. An officer
transported the student to Rockingham Memorial Hospital for
treatment.

Serious Injury
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• A student reportedly ran, tripped and crashed through glass
partitions in Cleveland Hall at 11:55 p.m. Feb. 11.
The student reportedly sustained serious injury.
The rescue squad transported the student to the Rockingham
Memorial Hospital emergency room for treatment.

Hit and Run
• A vehicle reportedly damaged signs in the Newman Drive 15minute parking area between 10 p.m. Feb. 9 and 8 a.m. Feb. 10.
Evidence reportedly was left at the scene. The vehicle has been
identified. An investigation continues.

Harassing Telephone Calls
• An individual reportedly received harassing telephone calls in
Ikenberry Hall between 2:05 a.m. and 3:19 a.m. Feb. 10.
• An individual reportedly received harassing telephone calls in
Converse Hall between Feb. 2 and 10.

LOG

base near the Delta Gamma sorority house at 8:22 p.m. Feb. 11.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly damaged a sign at AnthonySeeger Hall at 11:55 p.m. Feb. 10.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly damaged a suite door in Garber
Hall between 12:45 p.m. and 1:15 p.m. Feb. 13.

Destruction of Private Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly broke a mirror off a nonstudent's vehicle in F-lot near Chandler Hall between 9 p.m. Feb. 9
and 2 p.m. Feb. 10.
Damage to the vehicle is estimated at $100.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly damaged the rear plastic
window of a Jeep CJ-7 at the rear of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
house between 7 p.m. Feb. 10 and 12:30 p.m. Feb. 11.
Damage to the Jeep is estimated at $450.

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• Two students were charged judicially with underage consumption
of alcohol on Greek Row at 12:39 a.m. Feb. 12.
Both students reportedly said they had been served beer at
Sigma Nu. An unauthorized party reportedly was taking place at
Sigma Nu at the time.
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 10:11
Number of parking tickets issued between Feb. 7 and 14:612
Harrisonburg police report the following:

Arson
• An arson reportedly occurred at 1174 Harrison St. at 5 a.m. Feb.
.5.

Service of Warrant for Outside Agency

Aggravated Assault

• Michele S. Golden, 20, of Front Royal, reportedly was served a
Harrisonburg police warrant by campus police at 1 p.m. Feb. 13.

• An aggravated assault reportedly occurred at 334 E. Rock St. at
4:15 p.m. Feb. 9.
• An aggravated assault reportedly occurred at 3210 S. Main St.,

Destruction of Public Property
•

POLICE LOG page

Unidentified individuals allegedly snapped a light pole off at its
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WEEKLY EVENTS
Thursday
• Phi Mu Alpha Lunchtime Recital Series, Taylor Hall, rm.
405, noon.
• Networking Workshop, "It's Who You Know: How to
Network Your Way to a Job," Sonner Hall, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
• Soul Food Dinner and Theater, "Do Lord Remember Me,"
Phillips Hall Ballroom, 5:30 p.m. Tickets available at the
Warren Hall Box Office.
• Unified Front meeting, Frederikson Hall TV Lounge, 7 p.m.
• Asian American Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,
7 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "Killing Zoe," Grafton
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• JMU Skate Night, 7:30-10 p.m. Free admission to Skatctown
USA with JAC card. Skate rental $1.
• Campus Crusade for Christ meeting, "Prime Time," Miller
Hall.rm. 101, 8 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 8 p.m.

Saturday
• Wood Ministry, meet at Catholic Campus Ministry House,
7:30 a.m
• Catholic Mass, Catholic Campus Ministry House, 6 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors "Pulp Fiction," Grafton
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Christian Light Club, Ben Tankard, gospel jazz artist,
Phillips Hall Ballroom, 7 p.m. Tickets are on sale in Warren
Hall Box Office. Tickets are $6 with meal punch or Dinning
Dollars, $13 without and $7 at the door. Sponsored by
Contemporary Gospel Singers.
• Harrisonburg Contra Dance, Temple Bethel, Old Furnace
Road, Teaching 7:30-8 p.m. Live music 8 p.m. Admission $4.
• Jazz N Lite Club, Semi-formal, Phillips Hall Ballroom, 8
p.m.-midnight. Sponsored by the Contemporary Gospel
Singers.

Friday
• Rosary Prayer, Catholic Campus Ministry House, 7 a.m.
• Twilight Retreat, Catholic Campus Ministry House, 5-9:30
p.m. Admission $2 which includes dinner.
• Happy Hour Fitness Class, "Muscle Madness," Hillside Hall
Fitness Center, 5:15 p.m.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, large group meeting.
Miller Hall, rm. 101,7 p.m.
• Campuswide Bible Study, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7 p.m.
Sponsored by the Contemporary Gospel Singers.
• University Program Board sponsors "Pulp Fiction." Grafton
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Agape Christian Fellowship Skate Night. Skatetown, 11
p.m.-1 a.m. Admission $4.

Sunday
• Catholic Mass. Grafton Stovall Theatre, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.
• Gospel ExtravaganzaWilson Hall Auditorium, 3 p.m. The
Contemporary Gospel Singers and other college choirs will
perform.
• Sunday Supper, Catholic Campus Ministry House, 6:30 p.m.
Admission $2.
• University Program Board sponsors "Metropolis," Grafton
Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m. only.
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COLLEGE SPECIALS
12" 1 Item Pizza $3.99
v for extra items

M.BA!

90<t for extra items

REGENT

Regent University School of Business

UNIVERSITY.

1000 Regent University Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23464-9800

ALL STUDENTS WITH 45 THROUGH 70 CREDITS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

You will be tested
in the following
room:

At the
following
time:

MILLER 101

9 a.m.-12 p.m.

MILLERlOl

1 p.m.-4 p.m.

HARRISON A206
liARRisONA206~

9 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

BURRUSS31
rTuRRUSS 31

9 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

SHOWKERG-6

9 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m.-4 p.m

SHOWKERG^6
jVNraONJ£EEGERAUL>
ANTHONY SEEGER AUD.

plus tax

14 1 Item Pizza $4.99

Thaf S right! Regent University is looking for a few outstanding individuals
to enter our Honors M.B.A. program. Selected students will receive a full-tuition
scholarship plus a stipend of $10,000 per year.
If you have outstanding undergraduate grades, GMAT scores, demonstrated leadership potential, and a desire to apply Christian principles to business, you may be
the kind of honors student we are searching for.
To find out more about mis exciting opportunity call, Mike Gray at (800) 477-3642.
FAX (804) 5794369, or write:

If the last
digit of
your
student ID
number is:

Four Star Pizza

9 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Questions? Call the Office of Student Assessment
at x6706. Thank you for helping us make JMU an
even better community!

plus tax

16" 1 Item Pizza $5.99
$1.00 for extra items

Breadstix
only 99^

plus tax

20" 1 Item Pizza $8.99
$1.30 for extra items

plus tax

Just Mention You Arc A JMU Student
No Coupon Required

E A Better Pizza At
' A Better Price

A
N
A
G

E

Compare Our Sizes
And Save
Our Small
12"

Their Small
N/A

Our Medium Their Medium
14"
12"
Our Large

Their Large

16"

E
N
T

14"

Our X-Large
20"

Their X-Large
16"

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday

11 a.m. -1 a.m.

Friday - Saturday

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Sunday

11 a.m. -12 a.m.

■ """"" "««"»*"«n ttm't i .. ■
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4
3
3
I
3
7
7
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Love poetry readings capture New program permits
university employees
essence of Valentine's Day

to perform renovations

by David Hurt
staff writer

by Steve Lee

• For those who may have had a
bad Valentine's Day or maybe
needed some inspiration for their
valentine, the Reading Series for
Poetry and Fiction presented "An
Evening of Love Poetry."
The event was sponsored by the
Visiting Scholars Program.
Susan Facknitz, associate
professor of English, began the
reading with a general statement
about love poetry.
"Love poetry is perhaps the oldest
and most influential type of poetry,"
she said.
She then handed the floor over to
Dr. Mark Facknitz, associate
professor of English, who began
reading some of his poetry.
His first poem was an elegy to a
deceased family member, and he said
it is "about love, what there is to love
and what to lose."
The first part of the poetry reading
involved Susan Facknitz and Mark
Facknitz trading off readings. Some
of Mark Facknitz's other poems
included "Teen Love," a poem
describing his first love at age 17; a
poem titled "Texas"; and another
titled "For Susan."
Some of Susan Facknitz's poems
included one titled "Autumn" and
another titled "The Gift," which is
about one of their chi ldren.
In between poems, both
professors entertained the small

staff writer

WENDY MWhVRYIcontribuling photographer

Susan and Mark Facknitz, both associate professors of English,
read love poems about each other and their children in honor of
Valentine's Day at 'An Evening of Love Poetry' Tuesday evening.
audience with anecdotes about their
past love lives and their children.
They also told short stories about
how they met, which was the subject
of a few of their poems, and about a
trip to a North Carolina beach.
Both seemed to like telling stories
about their children and sharing
poetry they have written about them.
Susan Facknitz then turned the
reading over to Geoffrey MorleyMower, associate professor of
English, who offered his own

!.
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DininQ
DIGEST
SUNDAY, FEB. 19 - SATURDAY, FEB. 25

I EVEN!

Sunday 2/19

insights into love and love poetry.
"That two people should love
each other is the greatest success," he
said.
He also said he notices a
difference in love among students of
this generation. Students are more
hesitant to say "I love you" because
they equate it with marriage, he said.
Morley-Mower said he prefers the
English poet W.H. Auden's view on

A new program is allowing for
more repairs and renovations to be
handled by university employees
instead of being contracted out.
An informal program of Facilities
Management has been implemented
over the past year for a series of
campus renovations directed by
Facilities Management, according to
David A. Mars, capital outlay project
engineer.
Now, when a work order is
placed, there is the option to
assemble a team of three or four
university tradesmen to complete the
job. Mars said. Contractors are still
used to complete certain tasks that
can't be handled by university
employees such as major renovations
to entire buildings. Mars and Ted
Pelikan, manager of Educational and
General Buildings Services, review
the work order and decide if a team
can be assembled to complete the
task, Mars said.
In the past, a work order for a
renovation on campus was placed
through Facilities Management, and
a contractor was then hired to
perform the renovation, he said.
The advantage of the new work
teams is that the projects are now
done faster and cheaper than doing
them through a contractor. Mars said.
"We found out that we've

performed at or beneath the cost of a
contractor, and with every case, the
end product was excellent, and our
customers have been happy with it,"
he said.
The teams have completed four
projects since October 1994,
including two in Carrier Library. A
fifth project, also in the library, is
currently underway.
The tradesmen work as a team
instead of individuals coming in after
each has completed his or her
individual trade. Mars said.
"What's unique with what we're
doing now is that instead of having a
carpenter come in and do his job and
then an electrician come in and do
the electric work and just having
each of them following up on each
other, we'll have the electrician and
the carpenter come in and do all the
jobs at once," he said.
"Each, in turn, helps the other do
his or her job," Mars added.
Also, instead of each tradesman
bringing in his or her own crew,
other members of the team will
instead serve as helpers, he said.
"Ordinarily, carpenters and
electricians don't work together, but
in this case, they lake turns being
each other's helper instead of having
their own crew of helpers," Mars
said. "You get the electrician helping
the carpenter and the carpenter

Monday 2/20

Tuesday 2/21

Wednesday 2/22

Thursday 2/23

Friday 2/24

Saturday 2/25

Grits. Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Panics
French Toast
Turkey Rice Soup
Chicken Florentine
Rice, Peas. Scalloped Apples
Bagels, Danish

Cream of Tomato
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Baked Cavatelli
French Fries
Broccoli
Zucchini

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Beef, Macaroni & Tomatoes
Corn
Broccoli/Cauliflower
Beets

French Onion Soup
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine
Mashed Potatoes
Carrots
Peas

Beef Noodle Soup
Italian Meatball Sub
Chicken Chow Mein
Rice
Italian Green Beans
Mined Vegauble

Manhattan Clam Chowder
Tacos
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Retried Beans
Onion Rings
Com

Chicken Noodle Soup
Grilled Reuben
Baked Ravioli
French Fries
Carrots
Spinach

Vegetarian Fried Rice

Peanut Risotto

Mexican Casserole

Zucchini Mediterranean

Chili Con Corny

Vegetarian Burma

Rice Casserole with Dill A
Almonds

Roast Beef / Gravy
Broccoli Turkey Divan
Rosemary Red Potatoes
Carrots
Miaed Vegetables

Baked Ham
Wing Dings
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Peas
Pinto Beans
Comb read

Roast Turkey
Gravy
Fried Fish
Mashed Potatoes
Bread Dressing
Mixed Vegetables
Green Beans

Savory Rotisserie Chicken
Chinese Pepper Steak
Rice
Stir Fry Broccoli
Asparagus

Rajun Cajun Seafood Bisque
Cajun Steamed Shrimp
Louisiana Roast Beef
Chicken Mamou
Rice
Fried Zucchini
Broccoli Spears

Chicken Breast Strips
Baked Fish
Oven Browned Potatoes
French Cut Green Beans
Broccoli

Country Fried Steak
Chicken Cacciatorc
Egg Noodles
Peas
Miaed Fresh Squash

Noodles Romanoff

Broccoli Cheese Pasta
Casserole

Oriental Rice A Vegeatbles

Mushroom Stroganoff

Red Beans & Rice

Felafcls

Pasta Primavera

HOTBAR
LUNCH
SPECIAL

Ensalada Polla

Pepperoni Piza

$3.30

$1.50 per slice

PIZZA SLICE
OF THE WEEK
:■':■'

Vegetable Lasagna
Garlic Bread
$2.50

Frank Bar
$ 1 25 first
$ 1.00 for each additional

Grilled Italian Chicken
Baked Poiaio. Steamed Broccoli]
$4.25

ITS A RAJUTi CAJUTi DOTHER AT GIBBONS!
Thursday, February 23,1995 4-8 p.m.
LIVEJAZZBAMD ~ PUT!FOOD - BEADSI

WHAT'S
TO EAT?
CAU.THI
DINBKO
HOTLINE
l-MINUI

Feb 16, 1995
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3 BEDROOMS
I

• CONVENIENT LOCATION
• OPEN FLOORPLAN
• WALK-OUT fcAtCONIES
• FULLY-EQUIPPED KITCHENS
•TWO FULLMlHS
• LARGE WINDOWS w/MINIBLINDS
• WATER, SEWER, 8. GARBAGE INCL.
'•OUTDOOR STORAGE ROOMS
• FULL SIZE WASHER DRYER

4 BEDROOMS
CONVENIENT LOCATION
OPEN FLOORPLAN
WALK-OUT BALCONIES
FULLY-EQUIPPED KITCHENS
TWO FULL BATHS
LARGE WINDOWS w/MINIBLINDS
WATER, SEWER, &. GARBAGE INCL.
OUTDOOR STORAGE ROOMS

The Prudential
Funkhouser & Associates, REALTORS
Property Management Division
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

434-5150

m
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SGA

continued from page 3
The initial request was for $4,000. however,
the Finance Committee cut money for a
speaker, a conference, and T-shirts and mugs
that EARTH would sell.
Rose said he felt it was inappropriate for
SGA to fund something EARTH was/going to
make a profit on.
^
Sen. Justin Voshell, Garber Hall, proposed
to amend the bill up to $3,100, but the
amendment failed.
Rose proposed to amend the bill to $1,890
to incorporate the speaker fees that had been
cut.
This amendment passed, and the senate
passed the bill allocating $1,890 to EARTH.
• Muhammad proposed a bill to allocate
$1,084.50 to the JMU Young Democrats. The
money was requested to fund a trip to the
Virginia Young Democrat convention where
the officers of the Virginia Young Democrats
would be voted on.
The senate passed the bill.
• The senate passed a bill presented by Rose
allocating $475 to the Social Work
Organization for a conference.

The bill was passed unanimously.
• Muhammad presented a bill to allocate the
University Program Board $5,228 from the
SGA reserve account for musical equipment.
This bill was passed unanimously.
• Satz presented several bills to the senate for
consideration that will be voted on at the Feb.
21 meeting. All of the bills request funding for
a student organization.
Satz proposed to allocate $1,874 to a
psychology research team to attend a
conference, to allocate $2,059.32 to the JMU
chapter of Pi Beta Lambda to attend a
convention and to allocate $2,600 to the men's
club volleyball to go to the National
Intramural-Recreational Sports Association
college championship.
Satz also proposed to eliminate the position
of student judicial secretary and increase the
stipend of the student judicial coordinator to
$950.
• Sen. Tanya Tatum. Logan Hall, proposed
that the SGA allocate $2,558 to the
International Association of Business
Communicators to sponsor its 1995 spring
conference.

R(X;KR WOI.I,KNBERG/.waJ0rphotogruphtr

Spring training?
Members of the baseball team shovel snow from Long Field/Mauck Stadium
to prepare for practice Tuesday. The team begins its season Saturday.

Search

continued from page 3
students on using the Internet. Rebecca Joyce
and Sue Burket of OCS led this workshop to
teach students how to access employment
opportunities and job-related information
through the Internet.
There was no real agenda for the workshop,
according to recruitment coordinator Burket.
"There is a lot to learn about using the
Internet for job-related information, and things
are always changing," Burket said. "We just
want students to get comfortable with it and
learn more about long-distance job searching."
This and other workshops held throughout

the week will not only give seniors a head start
on finding jobs, but they will also help students
find summer internships, according to Burker.
"I think all of the workshops will be
helpful." she said.
Anyone wishing to attend the workshops
can simply show up, although registering with
OCS is preferred, she said. For the seminar
concerning the Internet, registration is required
because space is limited.
Other workshops this week included "How
to Research a Company" and "Getting Your
Foot in the Door: Utilizing Local Resources in
Your Job Search." which were both held

Wednesday. The last workshop for the week.
"It's Who You Know: How to Network Your
Way to a Job," will be led by Anna Lynn Bell,
director of career services, and Geoff Polglase.
director of alumni constituencies, today at 3:30
p.m. in Sonner Hall.
Networking has proven to be an extremely
effective tool in job searching. Bell said.
"We will be discussing what networking is
and how to use two of the networking systems
we have here at JMU. which are the parent
career network and the alumni career network,"
he said.
According to Kempton. the purpose of the

OCS is to provide career development services
for all students.
"We have services for first-, second-, thirdand fourth-year students that will help them
with everything from choosing a major to job
recruiting." Kempton said."
We want to get across to the student
population that career development is a lifelong
process."
If students missed the workshops this week.
OCS offers a variety of workshops throughout
the semester, according to Kempton.
'This week is just a one-time thing to get
the whole job search thing rolling," he said.

CAA Conference Action!
JAMES MADISON
vs.
WILLIAM & MARY
Thursday, February 16 at 7:30 p.m.

NOT

We would like to personally invite you to one of the year's most unique
and informational programs. RAPE is not SEX will be performed by
members of CARE, Campus Assault Response Helpline, and Women of
Color on February 21 (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in Phillips Hall Ballroom. This
dramatic presentation will provide you with moving stories, staggering
facts and figures, and a new perspective on the issue of sexual assault.

This presentation is being sponsored by Kappa Alpha and the
Counseling and Student Development Center. You will not want to miss
this performance. We appreciate your support and look forward to your
attendance.

7 p.m., February 21
PHILLIPS HALL BALLROOM

#2 JAMES MADISON
vs.
#1 OLD DOMINION
Sunday, February 19 at 2:00 p.m.
Brought to you by your
Shenandoah Valley JEEP/EAGLE Dealer
Students FREE W/ JMU I.D.
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Making nevfbapers
from virgm fibers uses
: '
twice as much energy as recjiied paper.
The Breeze is clltributing to the recvjpig effort by
recycling all lilts office papef^asVell as used
newspapers. Recycfilgis thedBBwe can all give
something back. Consult younrxaTyellow pages for the
nearest recycling agency.

Elizabeth Suto.
Kilkdby a drunk driver on February 27,1994, on Bell Blvd.
in Cedar Park, Texas.
If you don't slop your friend from dnvingdrunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

6. 199!
in f i'

Cancun
Jamaica
Florida

The Doctor is IN!

from $389
from $42l>
from $149

ITRAVEL
SERVICES
'. ■■■
•
NY
Toll Irce 1-800-648-4849
On-Cumpus Contact:

• •: '»U5
i

(>8-7l% I)

I.M-4'K

Clean and Chtck your Camera

Answer Your Photo Questions

Teat Batteries

APOLLO TANNING
Gome in m ima M\
how YOU can WIN
kemmtesl
tch competitor's
advertised specials in
inutes with ad.*

ill Town Center
behind Valley Mall

432-1709
* v.om.' restrictions mav anplv

Give Picture Taking Tips"

Make Minor Repair*"

Tske Trade-Ins On Bad Prints >

All Servlcea FREE

Help You Have Fun With Photography

Hurry, He WWt Be In Long

Yes the Photo Doctor will be in soon.
Bring your camera, your problem pictures
(and the negatives) to him and let him
cure your picture-taking ills.

Wednesday, February 22
10Ali/l-5PM
JMU Bookstore
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Police Log_ Love.

continued from page 5

continued from page 7

apartment 97, at 4:22 a.m. Feb. 10.

love poetry. "You can't write about
love, and you can't write about
mysticism.
"One's relationship with God and
one's relationship on the level of
romantic love so confuses one that
there's no way you can turn it [into
words]," he explained.
Morley-Mower said he agrees
with Auden's view.
"I write the most terrible love
poetry," he said.
He then gave his own anecdotes
about past loves to entertain the
audience.
"The more emotion you have, the

Assault
• An assault reportedly occurred at
2426 S. Main St., apartment 3, at 7:27
p.m. Feb. 6.
• An assault reportedly occurred at 324
Broad St. at 11 a.m. Feb. 8.
• An assault reportedly occurred on
South Main Street at 2:30 a.m. Feb. 11.

Burglary
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 887H Port Republic Road between 12 p.m.
Feb. 5 and 10:30 a.m. Feb. 6.
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 873
Village Lane at 11:10 p.m. Feb. 10.
• A burglary reportedly occurred at 255
N. Liberty St. between 8:30 p.m. Feb. 9
and 2:30 a.m. Feb. 10.

less likely you are to turn it into art,"
he said.
Morley-Mower read a poem by
J.C. Squire and W.B. Yeats. He then
read some of his own poems,
commenting on how terrible they are.
There is a distinction between
actual "love poems" and what he
called "moaning poems," or poems
about people who can't have the
person they want, according to
Morley-Mower.
People who can write poems
about true love should be admired
because it is so hard to come by. he
said.
Morley-Mower also advised

students not to equate love with
marriage so much but, instead, to just
appreciate it as love.
The poem that elicited the loudest
applause from the audience was one
that Morley-Mower wrote himself.
He gave the audience his Bertrand
Russell imitation while reading an
obituary about himself which he
envisioned running in The London
Times.
Susan Facknitz then turned the
floor over to Carol Mishler, a
Virginia poet who is also a graduate
student at JMU.
She read some of her own poems
and told the audience some stories

concerning her children.
The final reader was Robin
McNallie, associate professor of
English.
McNallie said he agreed with
Morley-Mower about writing love
poetry.
"I can't write love poetry. I'm
wordless," he said.
McNallie did, however, read two
poems: one by English poet Mathew
Arnold titled "Dover Beach" and the
other a response to Arnold's poem
titled "Dover Bitch."
Susan Facknitz concluded the
reading with two poems by Emily
Dickinson.

what needs to be done. Work with
the customer and put together a
product that you're proud of and that
will satisfy the customer,'" he said.
An air conditioning team is also
used before any project starts to
ensure the renovations don't cause
any ventilation problems, he said.
There have been four renovation
projects around campus that these
teams have finished. Mars said.
The first project was done in
October 1994 and involved splitting
a room in Maury Hall to provide
space for telecommunication
equipment, he said.
According to utility serviceman
John Cunningham, who worked on
the project, a wall was built within a
room to make two smaller rooms.
Electrician Al Smith and carpenter
Dave Heatwole were also involved,
and the project took two weeks to

complete. According to Mars, one
side of the room was built for the
telecommunication equipment, and
other is used as a filing room, which
was the original use of the whole
room.
The second project, which was
also finished last year, involved a
room in the College of Integrated
Science and Technology modular
building. The room had two walls
installed to create a new room for an
electron microscope.
The electron microscope required
a special room that was completely
dark in order for the microscope to
operate. The new room also serves to
enhance security, according to Mars.
The project involved utility
serviceman Harry Nesselrod,
Heatwole and Dodson. It was
finished in two and a half weeks.
The third and fourth projects

involved renovations in Carrier
Library and were both completed in
January.
The third project involved
building a new office on the second
floor of the library.
The new office is next to a series
of offices and was built by
constructing a wall that enclosed a
corner of the room.
The fourth project involved
building another office in the
basement of the library. The
construction involved putting a wall
in a large room to create two rooms,
thereby making separate offices.
A fifth project is being worked on
in the basement of the library that
involves converting a room into a
study room for graduate students.
The construction started this week
and is scheduled to be finished in
about a week and a half.

Program
continued from page 7

helping the electrician."
Painter Jesse Dodson said the
reason he likes the program is
because of the exposure to other jobs.
"It gives different people an
opportunity to learn different trades.
It's like on-the-job training." Dodson
said.
According to Mars, another aspect
of this program is that it allows more
"empowerment" for each employee.
Each employee doesn't have a boss
supervising every step; instead, the
employee now has more freedom to
perform the task.
"These teams are allowed more
latitude with decisions on what needs
to be done because each person is
chosen based on their knowledge of
their skill," Mars said.
"We say to them, 'You guys are
all competent tradesmen; you know

Motor Vehicle Theft
• A motor vehicle reportedly was stolen
from 47 N. High St. between 9 a.m. Feb.
6 and 3 p.m. Feb. 7.

Larceny
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 262
E. Market St. between 12:45 p.m. and 2
p.m. Feb. 5.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 210
Stone Spring Road between 6 a.m. and 4
p.m. Feb. 5.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 262
E. Market St. between 4:30 p.m. and
7:30 p.m. Feb. 6.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 3355
S. Main St. between 3 a.m. and 7:53 a.m.
Feb. 8.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 67
W. Washington St. between 6:30 p.m.
and 8.30 p.m. Feb. 11.
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SQUIRE HILL

RESERVE OFFICERS

TRAINING CORPS

1, 2, And 3 Bedroom Apartments
and Townhomes - Furnished or
Unfurnished

COMFORT

A Comfortable Home Oft-Campus
with Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher, Wall
to Wall Carpet, Miniblinds and a
Ceiling Fan

An Option for Those Choosing to
Enjoy the Privacy of Living Alone or
with Only One or Two Roommates

AMENITIES

Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts,
Basketball, Volleyball, and Exercise
Equipment
A Management and Maintenance
Team that Truly Cares

We Invite You to Visit Us At: The Clubhouse, Devon Lane
434-2220
Stop By, Warm Up With SOUK 1 lot C 'hocolatc,
li.ti Wc I lave to ( )H'cr You! !!
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up lor ROTC as
a freshman or sophomore, you can
still catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
isjffij
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information, Call Captain Hearne at 568-6094
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EDITORIAL

Dart...
A pig dart to the JMU police officer who almost
gave me solitary confinement for squirting my friend
with water. "Didn't you know that squirting a small
stream of water at a car was a felony? Get the cuffs,
Ponch!"
Sent in by someone who thinks Boss Hogg should
go back to Hazzard County.

Pat...

Strike out antitrust exemption
By late February, many people are sickened by the idea
of another frost-covered morning, horrified by the
thought of getting out of a toasty bed to face yet
another bitter day.
But, come February, those same people begin to see a small
glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel. Yes, even if
Punxsutawny Phil sees his shadow upon rising from his earthy
home and no promises of an early spring are evident, the redblooded American knows that better days are on their way.
At least that's the way it used to be. The glimmer of hope
has burned out. Pitchers and catchers are scheduled to report to
spring training today, and there seems to be no end in sight to
the current six-month long baseball strike.
Since August, the owners and players have attempted to
negotiate the details of a new collective bargaining agreement.
The discrepancy rests mostly in the issue of a salary cap. The
players, whose salaries seem to gain zeros on the right side of
their paychecks with each new free-agent class, are in search of
a collective bargaining agreement with the owners that would
not put a cap on the amount of money a player can make.
Meanwhile, the owners, whose profits have suffered as a
result of large team payrolls, have insisted that a salary cap be
imposed. The issue is, of course, more complicated, but the
salary cap disagreement has been the key stumbling block in the
efforts to get major league baseball back on the field. That was
the problem back in August, and that is still the problem now.
The players have been called greedy, the owners conniving
— even fans can't agree on the issue. But there seems to be one
thing on which all sides can concur: Major League Baseball
needs to get over this thing, remember it's a game and start
playing some ball.
Clearly, baseball cannot be expected to settle this on its own.
MLB doesn't even have a commissioner. It has an owner who
has, along with all of the other owners, proclaimed himself
acting commissioner, but not an impartial commissioner
(remember when decisions were made "in the best interests of.
baseball"). His name is Bud Selig, owner of the Milwaukee
Brewers. Do you think he's going to see the players side?
With most of the power resting in their hands, the owners
have unilaterally imposed a salary cap and have committed
themselves to using nonstriking, replacement players for their
teams. What this means for the fans, who have been royally
screwed as a result of this whole situation, is that they will be
paying top dollar for the opportunity to watch Joe Shmoe strike
out Jane Doe in a heated match between the New York Secondrates and the Minnesota Scrubs.

ht/iroriui Polic\

Former labor secretary William Usery was appointed by
President Clinton to act as mediator between the two sides, but
his suggestions have no legal binding for either. So, Clinton
asked Congress to consider going through an arbitration hearing
with the results binding for both sides. Congress, citing more
important things to do, is reluctant to step into the batter's box.
It appears that the only solution rests somewhere in a bill
named after senators Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah) and Daniel
Patrick Moynihan (D-N.Y.) that proposes to limit, not lift, the
antitrust exemption that baseball has enjoyed since a Supreme
Court decision in 1922. MLB was originally given the
exemption because it was considered a game, not a true
business. In his reasoning behind recommending the easement
of the 73-year-old exemption. Sen. Moynihan said, 'The owners
and players appear to have accomplished only one thing during
negotiations: to conclusively prove that baseball is no longer just
a game — and certainly not entitled to an antitrust exemption."
The original exemption allowed for MLB to operate as a
monopoly. Unlike other business, MLB is permitted to dominate
its industry. Similar operations like the National Football
League and National Basketball Association have no such
exemptions.
By limiting the exemption, players would gain the legal
power to sue the owners if they attempt to unilaterally impose an
economic system. In other words, the owners would lose the
authoritarian power they now legally wield. As of now, all the
players can do is strike, and hope the owners bargain in good
faith. Even in the "real" business world, workers have the option
of seeking similar employment with another company. With the
antitrust exemption, players have no other company.
All arguments aside, the Hatch-Moynjhan bill will be a
significant step forward in achieving the greater goal: getting the
season under way. Major League Baseball Players Association
Chief Donald Fehr has said he will recommend that the players
end their strike if the bill is enacted, the most significant sign of
progress from the union's side.
The owners have too much power, and the players have too
much money. The Hatch-Moynihan bill is a step toward fixing
the discrepancy in that it will force both sides to bargain in good
faith. The Senate Judiciary Committee's subcommittee on
antitrust, business rights and competition, as well as the
American people, wouldn't have it any other way.
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze editorial
board which consists of the editor, managing editor and opinion
editors.

Nicole Motley . . . editor Cruig Newman . . . managing editor
Mark Sutton . . . opinion editor Karen Bogan . . .asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no more than 800
words, and will be published on a space available basis. They must be delivered to The
Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily re lee t the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff, or James Madison University.

A congratulatory pat to the ever-impressive JMU
Dukettes, now ranked first in the country and on
their way to April Nationals.
Sent in by your forever fans.

Dart...
A brown-nosing, butt-kissing dart to the SGA for
its follow-up "confidence" vote for Dr. Carrier.
Ironically, the student body has never had
"confidence" in the SGA.
Sent in by someone who is tired of the resume
stuffers in the SGA.

Pat...
A pat to the mystery girl who picked me up off
South Main Street, drove me home, changed my
clothes and let me sleep in her apartment so she
could take care of me.
Sent in by a student who didn 't know when to say
when.

Dart...
A try-being-a-little-less-self-centered dart to those
who find it absolutely necessary to use the VAX
24/7. You monopolize phone lines — making it
virtually impossible for your roommates to receive
calls.
Sent in by an annoyed roommate who would like"
to offer all of you "hogs" a one way ticket to the
world of mutual respect.

Pat...
A pat of eternal gratitude to all those who helped
with concessions at the Feb. 11 men's basketball
game. Your kindness was greatly appreciated.
Sent in by the members of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.

OP/ED
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Don't use dart to handle problems;
confront, don't embarrass person
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to the two residents who gave me a
dart in the Feb. 13 issue of The Breeze. If there was a night you
felt my music was too loud, then I apologize. The point I would
like to make is 1 was not very pleased with the way your
concerns were brought to my attention. As you stated in the dart,
my duties are to enforce quiet hours among other policies. To
enforce these rules, my staff and I confront people face to face,
not through the radio, television or The Breeze. I have been
working for the Office of Residence Life for three years, and I
have never seen a reason to run to The Breeze when a resident
violated a policy.
I realize that 1 am a hall director and am supposed to set an
example, but you must realize that I am human and make
mistakes. I was not bom a hall director and by no means am I
perfect! Since I am supposed to set an example, then let me set
this one. I handle my problems in a way that will solve them, not
create new ones! Please do not get me wrong. My purpose is not
to seek revenge or attack you but to educate you. If there are any
other problems you might have, instead of publicly
embarrassing the person who has been willing to help you since
the day you moved in, confront me privately. The bass has been
turned down!
Jermaine Williams
Gifford Hall director

Lowering SAT standards is wrong;
take responsibility for your education
To the Editor:
Most of us are aware of the brouhaha going on at Rutgers
University, where President Francis Lawrence is under fire for
his alleged racist comments. Monday's Breeze editorial on the
controversy said: "Lawrence was calling for the school's
admissions department to lessen its dependency on standardized
tests . . . which many members of the black community are

citing as being unfair to minorities. He was doing the right thing,
but... the positive message he was purveying went unnoticed."
The Breeze omitted a key fact. Thanks to affirmative action,
the average black student at Rutgers has an SAT score of 750.
compared to a white average of 900. Lawrence wants to widen
the gap still further by lowering black (and only black)
admissions requirements. With typical Alice in Wonderland
logic. The Breeze calls this a "positive message." From the outer
darkness of political incorrectness, I disagree. Here's why:

i

Letters,
to the
Trditor

1 attended Los Angeles public schools through junior high.
In my freshman year, we moved to Alexandria, Minn,
(population 6,300). My high school was completely white until
one Thipicone Sivily, a 16-year-old Lao refugee, enrolled.
While waiting for his grandparents to join him, he lived with the
guidance counselor.
In the meantime, my friends and I introduced him to the
snares of indolence and vice. We worked hair-net jobs, partied,
cruised, hung out, got drunk and stupid. School was considered
a rude imposition. Thip, however, took learning seriously. To
the rest of us this was demented and sad, but Thip was so cool
we couldn't hold it against him.
Our sorry town had a dubious claim to fame. In the 1920s a
rock tablet turned up bearing mumbo jumbo supposedly carved

by Vikings who "discovered" Minnesota long before Columbus.
If so, they demonstrated superior intelligence by moving on.
Most experts call the Kensington Runestone a hoax, but
Alexandria clings to its myth and even boasts the world's
largest, and only, statue of a Viking, 27-foot Big Ollie. None of
which impressed us. So during one of our parking-lot socials,
some bright spark came up with the idea of making Big Ollie
more anatomically correct.
We loved the idea. Thip headed up the design team that
produced a startlingly lifelike "appendage." Creeping up to the
floodlit statue after midnight, we attached the, uh, unit. But it
kept slipping to mid-thigh, which wasn't the effect we were
after. During our furious attempts at reattachment, the cops
showed up.
Facing Thip's grandmother at the police station, I babbled
something about "rites of passage." Granny-san wasn't amused.
She weighed 80 pounds and looked about four years older than
God, but she was ready to beat us like a dozen eggs. Thip once
said the worst thing a Lao could call you is "Number ten." He
was in error. The gleeful cops released the condemned to her
tender mercies, knowing he would never darken their doors
again.
At graduation, Thip's silver tassel shone among our blue
ones. On our SATs we did so-so, while Thip rocked. Today he's
a metallurgical engineer and a success story by any measure.
Which brings me to my point.
We hear over and over, ad nauseam, how the SAT is biased
in favor of white, middle-class suburban kids. Tell it to Thip.
This guy spent 16 years of his life in a dirt-poor Asian country
and landed here without a clue. He never asked for or received
preferential treatment. The only real advantage he had was
coming from a culture that puts a premium on personal
responsibility, discipline and family honor. The absence of those
virtues won't be addressed by lowering standards. Thip worked
hard and deserves his success. Can I feel the same about
someone who achieves only when held to a separate, inferior
criteria?
You tell me.

Steve King
senior
English

Final words from a graduating columnist
This is the last column 1 will ever write for The Breeze.
Well, not really — I've got three months until graduation,
and I'll keep writing until then, but I figured I ought to beat
the end-of-the-semester rush. Also. 1 wanted to see the
picture that runs in the center of my column, the one that
makes me look like I have leprosy and a stupid-looking
smile.
Throughout four years and dozens of columns, I have
usually tried to keep my personal life out of my writing.
There are two reasons for this: First, my daily activities are
relatively boring. Second, autobiographical stories are
usually narcissistic, and excessive pride is one of my many
failings. (Thus, I have never written a column about the time
I shook hands with Bill Clinton and unintentionally made
him angry at me.) In spite of these inhibitions, here is a very
short description of my time at JMU, followed by a few notes
on what I have observed.
I did not like this place when I got here. I had taken a year
off from school so I could complete my training for the
Marine Corps Reserves, and shortly after that, I arrived at
Garber Hall. My enthusiasm for ideas soon soured into bitter
disappointment, as I realized that our university is not very
intellectual. I adjusted to this, as I realized that most other
schools are just like JMU.
With the firing of the physics faculty, JMU's antiintellectual orientation has come center stage. The
administration doesn't mind things the way they are, and I am
glad to see many people reaching the conclusion that JMU
needs changing, but not quite in the way the administration
has in mind. I wholeheartedly agree that the best change at
our university would be to fire Emperor Carrier and his entire
court.
Furthermore, if we need to eliminate jobs, then we should
fire people who have nothing to do with education.
How could we determine if a job is extraneous? One way
would be to institute the Three-Second Rule. Under this
system, all university employees would be required to
describe their jobs in three seconds. That would exempt all
legitimate workers, who could say, "I'm a groundskeeper," or
"I teach English," or another brief comment.
Some individuals, who cannot briefly state what they do
here, would begin by saying, "You see, I coordinate the

Heresies
— Eric M. Johnson
facilitation of duties charged under the state-mandated
amortization of . . ." Then their time would be up. and they
would have to clean out their desks and pick up their severance
checks.
Years ago, the Italian government commissioned a study
which reported that Italy would run more smoothly and cheaply
if it paid its government employees to stay home. Similarly,
instituting the Three-Second Rule would eliminate miles of red
tape, sharply curtail the number of meetings that professors have
to attend, and would save millions of dollars to boot. Because of
the termination of unnecessary professional staff, some
departments, such as the Office of Residence Life, would cease
to exist.
Those are the last words that I will ever write about Dr.
Carrier or the administration. Two years ago, I considered it
important to speak out against them, on the grounds that few
others were doing so. Today there are plenty of students who are
speaking out, and I defer to those who have the time and energy
to work against the restructuring initiatives.
But the administration is not completely blameworthy for
JMU's anemic intellectual life. The professors are not
responsible either, as far as I can tell. Most of our professors are
true teachers, and they generally enjoy teaching students and
discussing their fields of study. This attribute is the only
distinguishing mark of our school.
I can think of only one significant criticism of the
professoriate. The charge is not unique to JMU, and it exists in a
lesser degree here than in other schools. A huge portion of the
modern academic world is devoting itself to tearing down the
work of past generations. Instead of joining the gigantic
conversation -knowR -as Western civilization, too many scholars

have installed themselves not as servants of the truth but as
judges of their predecessors. Their laws are based on petty,
narrow obsessions with race, sexuality and economics; they
indict anyone who has ever violated this code of conduct.
Paradoxically, this preoccupation with political ideology has
narrowed the scope of intellectual inquiry, when there are
more intellectuals than ever before. The modern university is
no longer universal.
(Please note that the preceding paragraph was about
American higher education in general, of which JMU is a
small part, and that only a handful of professors here meet
this description. I mention it only because some of it has
found its way into our classrooms, and it threatens to choke
the life of our university just as it has choked the elite private
colleges.)
That leaves the students. JMU attracts students by
advertising that life here is happy and fun. You have to go to
class now and then, but it won't get in the way of the real
purpose of college life: hedonism and self-gratification. The
student body responds by placing a low value on schoolwork
and a very high value on extracurricular activities.
Consequently, JMU students tend to be outgoing and nice.
One of my favorite professors has said on several occasions,
"I hate 'nice,'" and I can sec what he means. There isn't
anything wrong with niceness per se, but at JMU it seems to
push aside more important virtues like honesty, moral
integrity and charity. To this way of thinking, it doesn't
matter if a person is a liar and a thief who habitually
mistreats his girlfriend, as long as he smiles a lot and makes
witty jokes.
James Madison University is nearing the end of its ninth
decade. As colleges go, we are entering into our adolescent
years, if we aren't there already. Compared with other
institutions, JMU is slightly above average, with the potential
to be excellent. We can remain true to our roots and improve
upon our liberal arts tradition, or we can follow the
university's leadership and junk it. I pray that fortune's
winds will shift, and we choose true progress over stagnation
and mediocrity.

Columnist Eric Johnson is still working on that excessive
pride problem, so please be patient.
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FRIENDS DON'T LET
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
Stevic Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunk driver on March 23,1993,
on Pacific Coasl Highway in Wilmington, Calif.
If you don't stop your friend from dnving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it lakes.
2wccks.iAd.l9S9

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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New Buffalo Wings
Pizza and Wings, two favorites that bring people together.

Bill Nave saved these
kids from drowning,
but he's not
a lifeguard.
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You'll love the stuff we're made of.'
Your pizza is right or ifs free.
GUARANTEED. 4.Ut
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to the kids they reach,

DEUVERY/CARRYOUT
373 N. Mason St
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78S.CarllonSt
2485S.MainSI
434-0676
433-1821

they're heroes.
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VIRGINIA GOVERNOR'S FELLOWS PROGRAM
Summer 1995

Purpose

Summer 1995
TRAVEL STUDIES SEMINAR on JAPAN

The Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of
talented and highly motivated young people valuable
first-hand experience in the process ofstate government. The
summer of 1995 will mark the fourteenth year of this program,
created in 1982.

HIST 391: JAPAN: PAST and PRESENT (3-6 credits)
MAY 29-JUNE 18, 1995

Eligibility

To discover firsthand what Japan really is - an intricate
blend of East and West - and to explore its history, culture
and society through visits to historical sites, museums,
government institutions, industries, schools theatres.

Applicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as
degree candidates in a graduate or professional school.
Applicants must either be enrolled in a Virginia college or
university (public or private) or, if enrolledin an out-of-state
institution, be a Virginia resident. Selection of Fellows will be
based on merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin,
religion, age, disability, or political affiliation.

This program will be based in Tokyo for the first week and
in Kyoto for the remaining two weeks.
Faculty Contact and Address:
Dr. C.K. Yoon, Jackson #221
Department of History
568-3607
or International Education Office
568-6419

Duration of Fellowship
Fellows must commit to work full-time in the Governor's
Office for at least two months; the normal period will be May
30 through July 28,1995.

Deadline
Applications must reach Richmond by March 17,1995.
Interested students may pick up applications and additional
information in the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs, Wine Price 119.

The Breeze is still looking for an
Advertising Manager, five Account
Sales Executives and five Ad Designers
for the 1995-'96 school year. All
majors
are welcome
to apply.
Experience in sales or publications is a
plus. These are paid positions in which
you could receive academic credit.
Deadline for the Advertising Manager position is 5 p.m., Friday, Feb. 17.
Deadline for all other positions is 5 p.m., Friday, Feb. 24.
Please send cover letter, resume and clips to:

Breeze

JAMES

MADISON

Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
The Breeze,

UNIVERSITY

Anthony-Seeger Hall.
. » •
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The Long Walk
Matt
Shinderman
and Cindy
Brennan
spent nearly
four months
traversing
hill and dale
on a quest to
hike the
2,155 miles
of the
Appalachian
Trail
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MATT SHINDERMAN
Shinderman and Brennan pause to enjoy one of many sunsets. This particular day is receding behind the treeline at Maine's Pierce Pond.

story by Ben Dalbey

For the past two hours, you've been climbing steadily up the side
of the mountain.
As you scramble over the boulders scattered across what is
supposed to be a trail, the 45-pound pack on your back starts to drag
you down. Just when you think you can't go on any farther, the trail
disappears into a jumble of rock and fallen trees.
The white tree markers you've been following for 15 miles today,
and for countless hundreds before that, have disappeared. Scanning
the surrounding forest, you hope you haven't gotten completely lost.
Looking up the rock face that rises almost straight up to your left,
you spot the next marker. It's about 50 yards above you, and as you
look at the cruel perpendicular climb it will take to get up there, you
almost wish it had remained hidden within the rock's craggy surface.
Why are you out here, miles from any civilization, testing the
limits of your physical and mental endurance day after day? Are you
training for some top-secret military reconnaissance team? Or maybe
searching for a forgotten society of" tree dwellers buried deep within
the forests of northern New Hampshire?
Not at all. You're JMU senior Matt Shinderman, and you're
having the time of your life.
From Aug. 8, 1994, to Nov. 29, 1994, Shinderman and his
girlfriend, JMU graduate Cindy Brennan, hiked the Appalachian
Trail from Maine to Georgia.
The couple started out at the bottom of Mount Katahdin in
Milinocket, Maine. After 2,155 miles and four months had passed
under their feet, the couple found themselves at the end of the trail in
Amicolola Falls State Park in Georgia.
Shinderman said he suggested the trip as a joke when he and his
girlfriend were talking about what they would do after she graduated.
He had started dating Brennan in March, and they wanted to take
a vacation together when she graduated in May. After Shinderman
made the suggestion, they started thinking more seriously about the
idea.

The twosome got some books and magazines on the subject and
started researching what the hike would involve. Soon the idea
became much more than a joke.
"It took over pretty quickly," Shinderman said.
Shinderman and Brennan were not alone in their dream to hike
the Appalachian Trail.
According to Steve Miller, hiker and employee at Wilderness
Voyagers, between 4,000 and 5,000 people started out to hike the
entire Appalachian Trail last year. About 450 of them finished.
"Most of it's mental," Miller said. "People get the idea
it's going to be a break." Hiking the Appalachian Trail,
however, is not your typical relaxing vacation, he said.
Luckily, Shinderman and Brennan weren't looking
for the typical vacation.
Shinderman said the hike started out with a A
5,000-foot climb to the top of Mount ^fl
Katahdin.
V
The climb was five miles long, but it took ^
longer than the average five-mile climb.
"Every time you turned a comer, you just had to
stop and look," he said. The breathtaking scenery
surrounding the mountain was indicative of the wild
beauty the two hikers saw throughout Maine, Shinderman
said.
"If I could have hiked the whole trail in Maine. I would have
done it," he said.
"There are no cities; you can see nothing but trees and lakes."
Maine's sublime beauty had such a profound impact on
Shinderman that he said he had dreams about it almost every night.
But, despite his wishes, the Appalachian Trail does not stay in
Maine.
Before their trek was over, the couple would hike through Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York,

ocus
>Jew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia, Virginia,
rennessee. North Carolina and Georgia.
They made it on foot through through the first 12 states, but the
veather got too rough to handle when they reached North Carolina,
ind the hikers, who had started a bit late due to Brennan's
;raduation, were forced to take a bus through to Georgia. They will
;o back and hike the portion they missed after he graduates,
Shinderman said.
North Carolina was not the only place they encountered inclement
vealher, however.
On Labor Day they were hiking across Franconia Ridge in New
lampshire's White Mountains under extremely severe conditions,
["here were 20 inches of snow on the ground, and the wind was
shipping through their clothes at 85 miles per hour, Shinderman
;aid.
In order to keep from freezing, they had to leave the trail and
lescend the slope to get below the tree line where they could find
:over.
It was a frightening experience for them because they knew there
vas no one else around to help if they got into trouble.
"There is no amount of clothing that will protect you from
weather like] that," Shinderman said.
Shinderman and Brennan later had to fight the. elements during
heir Sept. 3 hike up Mr nt Washington in New Hampshire. It was
!1 degrees with 60 to " J mph winds, and the entire mountain was
rovered with ice, he said.
Mount Washington is a popular tourist stop, and it has a road to
he top so people can drive up for the view.
Shinderman said that when he and Brennan finally got to the top
>n the trail, they were surrounded by tourists who stared at them like
hey were crazy.
Looking through the crowd, they glimpsed another "through
liker" coming from the other direction. Shinderman said their eyes
net, and they became "instant friends."
Camaraderie among the hikers they met along the way was
ntense, Shinderman said. He described one man, named Rusty, who
s "the most legendary of the trail legends."
Rusty lives on a farm between mile markers 16 and 17 on the
rail, close to Waynesboro.
He has no electricity, relies on a spring for his water and wouldn't
hink of installing a phone line. But despite the absence of "modem
conveniences," Rusty's is a popular spot.
At any time of the year there will be hikers hanging out in
Rusty's "Hard Time Hollow," Shinderman said.
Rusty offers his home as a place for hikers to rest for as long as
;hey want to stay.
There was more than one lime on the trail when Shinderman and
Brennan needed someone like Rusty. One such occasion was when
Brennan contracted the extremely debilitating viruses gerardia and
lepatitis from drinking untreated water.
For most of the one and a half weeks Brennan was sick she just
cept hiking, but there were two days when she had to rest, all the
ivhile suffering symptoms like weakness, nausea and dizziness,
Shinderman said.
/
In a testament to the twosome's overall good fortune, they were
licked up at the post office in Boiling Springs, Pa., by a complete
itranger and were invited to stay in her home. Brennan got medical
treatment in Windgap, Pa.
The couple also got lucky while going through what is
known as the "100-Mile Wilderness."
The wilderness — the first 115 miles of the trail
in Maine — isn't accessible by any kind of road for 30
miles in any direction.
Obviously, this would not be a good place for
^ anything to go wrong, be it equipment failure,
k injury or anything else the trail can dish out
to fragile hikers.
While Shinderman and Brennan were
hiking through this wilderness, their water
^W Filter broke, and their stove clogged up on a
Wf rainy night.
Fortunately, they met up with some other hikers
who lent them their stove, and they took a successful
risk in drinking the water from the ground without getting
sick.
"We got lucky a lot," Shinderman said, referring to the
V ordeal.
The hikers were also lucky in that they didn't have any serious
mcounters with wild animals.
Shinderman and Brennan saw about eight moose, a bobcat and a
of of deer but no bears. Shinderman said.
"Every once in a while you'd meet [a moose] standing in the
niddle of the trail. Anj he wouldn't move," he said.
Luckily, none of the encounters resulted in a confrontation. They
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Left: Shinderman makes his way up Goose Eye Mountain
in Maine, not far from the New Hampshire border.
Below: Shinderman and Brennan pause at the top of
Maine's Mount Katahdin, the first peak on the
Appalachian Trail.

would just stand and wait until the animal decided it was time to
leave.
They didn't mind admiring the beauty of the beast for a while
anyway, Shinderman said.
Shinderman now pines for those days of chance wild animal
encounters. Now that the trip is over, he said he's having some
problems with civilization.
He said he usually sleeps on the couch in his room at the Pi
Kappa Phi house because he cannot feel comfortable in a bed.
During the day, he wishes he was back in the wilderness.
"You live for four months with only the bare necessities, and you
realize it's a better way of life," he said.

Fortunately, he can satisfy his fresh-air fix by heading to the
mountains around JMU three or four times each week.
At first, he was scared that the hills around here wouldn't give
him the same high as the majestic peaks of Maine.
Thankfully, it's not the size of the mountain that matters, it's how
you hike it.
"It's good to know if you had to [go] it's still there." he said.
Now he's on a mission to instill love of the wilderness in others.
For anyone interested in joining Shinderman on his excursions
into the wilds that make the Valley a valley, he said he plans to
organize a hiking club to increase the student awareness of all the
beautiful spots in the area.

i
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Living at THE COMMONS
is out of this world!

Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
Double bed in each bedroom
Full size washer and dryer
5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
Built in microwave oven
Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
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A midwinter night's dream
Visions ofdonuts and feet dance through some students9 heads
by Angle Krum
Zzzz ... Zzzz .. . Zzzz ...
"I'm in a donut shop slowly
watching this guy make donuts,
and all of a sudden, I'm a
donut! I'm on the pan and the
Dunkin' Donuts guy says 'It's
your turn,' and then he picks
me up and pumps lemon filling
into my stomach. After lying
on the rack for a while, a
different short guy starts to eat
me, and then all of a sudden, I
wake up."
Freshman Steve Doyle has
experienced this recurring
dream several times during the
past three years. He has no
explanation for the nature of it
other than the fact that his
parents always told him that
donuts would only make him
fat.
"So I rebel," Doyle laughed.
Do the pressures of
academia, relationships and
being far away from home
cause those kinds of dreams
among students? "I don't think
so. The only thing that has changed since I
came to JMU is the people that are in my
dreams," Doyle said.
"Dreams are cool; they vent out my
imagination."
Well, being a lemon-filled donut certainly is
imaginative, but Doyle has spent many nights
in his Chandler Hall room dreaming about
other interesting episodes. Sometimes, dreams
can act as problem solvers.
"I blew up Iraq once, but I don't think it
really solved anything," Doyle said.
"I also dream that I'm naked a lot. For
example, in high school, I dreamt that I came
out of the locker room, and all of my clothes
were gone. I had nothing to wear!"
According to psychoanalyst Carl Jung in
Man and His Symbols, nakedness in dreams
allows the person to confront reality without
any means of adornment. "I thought it meant
that I was insecure, but I don't think I am,"
Doyle said.
As he sat on a bed making a stuffed bear fly
through the air, Doyle smiles about his own
dreams involving flying.
"Those are awesome," he said. "I can see
everything."
According to Jung's writing, flying
symbolically represents rising above one's
problems. The dreamer can control his
direction and speed and, therefore, has freedom
at will.
Despite his dreamscape freedom, Doyle
can't seem to focus on anything but his
recurring donut nightmare. "Whenever I see a
Dunkin' Donuts, I get this little shiver," Doyle
recalled as he pretended to shake his arms,
reminiscent of the infamous "Beavis."
With a much more serious face, freshman
Amy Nichols talked about her experiences
being awakened in a sweat by her roommate
several times this year after talking in her
sleep. "Ever since I was a kid, I've had really
interesting, long dreams and nightmares.
Really psychedelic," she said.
Now that Nichols is all grown up and has
recently pierced her belly button, she has
dreams about the ring being ripped out of her
skin and then shoved through her lip by her
"robotic" friends. "That's pretty mild," in
comparison to some of her other rapid eye
movement visions, she said.
"Last semester, I dreamt I was in this frat
house that was stucco-Mexican style. There
were rooms, wjt,h, op^y. il»ree,walJs .ajid.a,.

threateningly after her.
"I get away, but then, he
[the moose] hires people to
come after me and kill me."
she said.
"I also dream about
climbing ladders that never
end."
Because she has no
personal explanation for this
ongoing nightmare. Marold
may want to justify her dream
based on Jung's theory. He
states that ladders withi"
dreams represent a rational
mind.
As for logic, freshman^
Matt Thomas is still
pondering why he had a
dream about sitting on a
cloud with his friends while
eating frogs.
"We came down to the
ground after a while and then
continued to chase and eat
more frogs." Maybe it
occurred because "I like the
color green, and I used to
torture frogs when I was
little," Thomas said.
Seeming to be into
DIGITAL PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY MELISSA PALLADINO AND MIKK HKKFNKR biology-related dreams.
Thomas has also dreamt about mushrooms.
have been more personal and more frightening
courtyard," she said. "I sat down wearing only
"I love dreams, and I've had some creepy
in a stressful kind of way. Before final exams
a towel at this religious breakfast and started to
ones, but I usually don't remember them after
last semester, she dreamed about turning in all
talk to priests and rabbis while drinking coffee.
of her papers to professors' mailboxes.
one day." he said.
All of a sudden, my dad, who is in Germany
Thomas kept a dream journal during high
However, they forgot to check their mail and
now, appeared with my mom and a baby. I ran
school for two weeks in which he noticed tha^,.then, "everyone failed me."
upstairs, and then I woke up crying.'"
As she ran her hand through her recently
the "same stuff happened a lot." For example.
Nichols said her dreams usually revolve
Thomas has had a lot of what he calls "hate
around her daily actions or "little things that
dyed, green hair. Nichols stated that even
dreams."
people say during the day." To her, there is not
though her dreams are bizarre, she doesn't
"I haven't injured anyone, but I've chewed
much concrete meaning in them, but many of
mind them. "It gives me something to think
the same person out over and over." One dream
her dreams inspire her to write poetry or short
about. It definitely has to do with personality."
involved being inside of a video game like
stories.
Carl Jung also said he believes that dreams
"Super Mario Brothers" where he was shooting,
That creativity has a history.
go deeper than just fantasy. In his book, he
Nichols grew up traveling across the world
described several symbols that relate to
people on and off.
"I've even been arrested a few limes and
with her parents. She spent most of her time in
interpretation. Clocks and death represent time
running out, or death itself, while youth
spent the night in jail in my dreams." he said.
Eastern Europe and Africa without games or a
Thomas' dreams follow his actions,
TV set, so she used her imagination for
represents renewal in a stage of life.
especially if "it's something I've been thinking
entertainment.
Jung mentions monsters within a dream as
about. The dream is just a twisted version."
"Sometimes my dreams are so realistic that I
depicting conflict.
Certainly, a dreamscape jail cell may be
Freshman Jessica Derr has had several
think they're true, that they actually happened,"
dreams involving monsters cutting down
construed by some as twisted, but that doesn't
Nichols said.
stop students from dreaming every night.
Her dreams seem rather random, at least
Christmas trees.
According to Sigmund. Freud in the
from a thematic standpoint.
"They were stealing the homes from the
Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreaming, the
For example, she recalled a dream in which
squirrels," she said.
average human being has four to five dreams
she was walking in a garden where flashing
In the dream. Derr tries to tempt the
per night.
monsters away from the little rodents' home by
images of flowers were appearing. The flowers
They usually last between 10 and 25
getting closer to them and daring them to chase
then came out of the ground with faces and
her. "Being the intellectual dreamer that I am.
minutes each.
surrounded her.
About 80 percent of college students'
I thought, 'I wonder if they can catch me if I
"It was really weird; it started out positively,
dreams revolve around insecurity and
slow down when running away.'"
and then turned dark and grim. I was dreaming
Of course, the monsters end up catching her.
uncertainty.
,
'Fantasia.'"
The most popular nightmare is the*'
They then proceed to shove her through a
Unable to restrict recurring dreams, Nichols
bookcase that is consumed by fire.
"examination dream."
has a common symbol that continues to appear
Students are faced with pens that don't
in her sleep: feet.
"Anything symbolic about that dream?
write, clocks with only a few seconds left on^
The way people walk, whether it's heels
Well, I was bad, so I burned in fire; it was kind
them to answer 100 questions, piano keys that
stomping or a man's dress shoes softly
of like hell," Derr said
don't move and forgetting lines in speeches.
clicking, "I can always hear people's feet," she
Whether dreaming about hell or fire, Derr
An additional set of interpretations college
knows she can tell if the dream will be bad. If
said.
students seem to enjoy learning about is the
water is involved, they're usually good, she
Nichols described a dream she started
differences between male and female dreams.
having at age 3 in which she was in an airport
said.
The Encyclopedia of Sleep and Dreaming
One water-oriented dream was about a long
with her mother and father.
states that males are more aggressive in their
swimming pool that was very shallow, but, "I
All she could hear was the sound of her
dreams than women. Weapons and sex are the
could go as deep as I wanted. There was soft
parents' shoes on the slick tile floor walking
dominant subjects.
music in the background." Derr said she
beside her. Then, her mom's heels walked
Women's dreams, on the other hand, are
believes that this dream is based on the fact she
away. "They must have had a fight, so my
used to want to be a mermaid when she was
more passive.
mom left," she said.
They tend to play the role of victims more
little.
In her dreams, Nichols listens for feet. "That
Being small and close to animals in the
often.
way I know if something bad is going to
dream state symbolizes a connection with one's
Bui for now. the students at JMU seem to be
happen or not." For example, if someone is
surroundings, according to Jung.
less interested in Freud's and Jung's theories
walking heavily, Nichols believes the person is
Freshman Jen Marold could consider herself
depressed. "It has to do with being observant,
and more into enjoying their dreams.
paying attention. It's an insight into human
in touch with the environment on a spiritual
"Interpretation is pretty much overdone."
nature."
level. Her most frightening dream involves
Nichols said. "Dreams just give us funny(
, WW/9 >I|.IK "
,.,,..!,.,, . »,..
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Stevie Ace Flores.
Killed by a drunk driver
on March 13,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calij.
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STYLE
by Nathan Shaw
contributing writer
A long-haired, gray-headed man sal on a table, using an
eight-fool piece of plastic pipe to create music.
As students and faculty entered the room in Miller Hall, they
knew they were in for no ordinary art lecture. And, judging from
how this artist began his lecture, they must have thought they
were going to see some pretty unusual stuff when they went to
his exhibit later.
If they did, they were right.
Visiting artist William T. Wiley came to JMU on Monday
night to talk about his chaotic artwork, notably his newest
exhibit, "Selections From A Forest," which opened in Sawhill
Gallery Monday.
Judging from this series, this artist follows no rules in his
work, except maybe to break all rules. He frequently uses black
and copies others' works, two things that artists are taught not to
do, according to Wiley. If a style must be applied to Wiley, it
would be post-modern abstraction. But this is used in the loosest
sense of the words.
This approach leaves things wide open for Wiley, whose
work has been shown in most major museums throughout the
United States.
Wiley holds deep beliefs about his profession. "Art lives and
dies in the heart of he who carries it," he said.
Art is indeed the fullest means of self-expression to him. His
works range from a 75-foot tower to a six-inch sketch and are
made from materials ranging from steel to milk jugs.
But, unlike many artists, Wiley concentrates on the emotional
level of his work before the intellectual. This exposure of
emotion leads to a rich, broad style. His work 'Time and Sound
Entering the Forest" is a great parody of how still and
everlasting the woods can be. The canvas is overrun by green
and brown, with a splash of gold and blue, representing time and
sound trying to force themselves into the center. But this is
only one piece of the series.

Broad color splashes the canvas throughout his Forest series.
This provides an exercise for the eyes and the soul. The
saturated color seems to reach inside of the observer, yank out
his soul and throw it into the piece to make him understand.
This ability runs through all of Wiley's work. The pieces in
the Forest series are not lacking in this power.
However, power is only one tool in Wiley's bag. Intricate
detail is also a favorite tool for him. This includes the use of a
multileveled perception of objects and words. His piece "Linkin
Up the Bees" is a perfect example of this.
There are at least four layers of object perception intertwined
with catch phrases that help the observer find hidden meaning.
Another tool Wiley uses is sketching to add contrast to his
pieces. His piece "The World Before Flowers" is overflowing
with brown and green sections of various shades. But in the
middle of the painting is a black and white charcoal sketch of a
discovery scene.
Contrast is also used in Wiley's sculptures.
The two sculptures included in the exhibit are untitled. They
look like Wiley rolled a ball of tape through New York City and
made art out of what stuck to it. Loose trash and police line
banners are draped across the pieces.
Despite all of the randomness, there are two stable facets to
Wiley's work. A musical symbol and an obscure hourglass
shape are found throughout all of his works. These represent
harmony and time, respectively.
The unpredictability of this artist may be just what viewers
need if their lives have become too repetitious. Wiley's work
offers a refreshing change. The best word to describe his Forest
scries is random. But Wiley seems to approach a lot of things
with a sort of randomness. When he stopped playing his
homemade instrument at the lecture, he didn't begin speaking as
the anxious crowd expected. The first three minutes of his
lecture were complete silence.
Wiley considers quiet to be an underappreciated natural state.
This gave a hint to the inspiration and attitude of the works to
come. An attitude that is definitely found in the Forest series.

Gospel musician, band bring
religious undertones to jazz
by Dana Schwartz
contributing writer
Gospel jazz musician Ben Tankard
will perform at the Phillips Hall
Ballroom on Feb. 17.
The event, co-sponsored by the
University Program Board and the
Contemporary Gospel Singers, is part of
a larger program called Extravaganza,
which includes various events
celebrating music from Feb. 12-19.
Tankard's music is a type of jazz
combined with religious undertones —
hence the title "gospel jazz." It is a
relatively new form of sound, according
to junior Greg Cooper, a co-chair for the
CGS Extravaganza committee.
Traditional gospel, in comparison,
involves more "hand clapping and foot
stomping," he said.
The other chairperson, senior Nicole
Nell, said, "There are different kinds of
gospel; we sing contemporary gospel.
What Tankard plays is contemporary
gospel jazz. It's like regular jazz but it's
inspirational."
Deborah Mann, UPB assistant
director of public relations, said.
Tankard has many musical gifts. He
plays the keyboards, the tuba and the
drums.
Mann said people who attend the
concert do not have to be familiar with
gospel. "If they enjoy music, it will be
good for them," she said.
Many of the members of CGS have a
similar view about Tankard's music. The
performance should be inspiring and
uplifting for anyone regardless of belief

or religion, junior Andrea Brown said.
It will reach out to different
audiences, she said. "This is a good
opportunity for JMU. Those who see
Tankard are in foe a real treat."
Junior Aaron Burford appreciates the
type of music Tankard has created. "Its
on the same lines of regular jazz. The
music is very inspirational, especially
the titles of songs,, for example
'Paradise' on the album 'Keys to Life.'"
Even those who are not as familiar
with his music, quickly become fans.
"I've only listened to his CD a few
times, but I'm looking forward to
hearing him, and I'm buying one of his
CDs at the performance," junior Kim
Harper, a new fan, said.
Fans are not the only ones to
recognize Tankard's talent. At the age of
3, he began playing the drums in church.
By 14 years old, he learned how to
play the tuba. His piano playing did not
begin until his senior year at Troy State
University in Alabama.
In a 1992 issue of USA Today,
Tankard explained how his piano
playing started at a revival.
"I was 21 and I received Christ," he
said. "Then the evangelist prayed on my
hands, and I sat down at the piano and
started playing."
On a spiritual note senior Marrell
Elam said, "It's an opportunity for us to
find out what Christianity is all about —
love and friendship."
Opening up for Tankard will be the
jazz group. Wisdom, featuring JMU
alumni Sam Rucker, who graduated last
year.

ERICA BLEEG/.wiior photographer

'Time and Flowers Arrive in a New World,' is one of
William Wiley's pieces on display at Sawhill Gallery as
part of 'Selections from a Forest Series.'

Opera features Mozart
by Jihan Crowther
contributing writer
The sounds of Mozart are coming to JMU in the
first full-length spring opera to visit the campus in
three years.
The numerous plot twists, sticky situations and
episodes of mistaken identity in the opera "Le
Nozze Di Figaro" are a hilarious combination that
should keep the audience members in their seats,
according to Director of opera theatre Brenda
Wittmar.
While the school of music usually produces
scenes from various operas each spring, it decided
to try something a little less conventional this year.
It will produce "Le Nozze Di Figaro" in its entirety.
This opera is presented in a "workshop style — a
polished dress rehearsal," according to senior Rob
Flores, playing Figaro.
"Figaro" takes place in 18th Century Italy. The
story focuses on a conflict between the
manipulative, controlling, womanizing aristocratic
Count played by senior Jonathan Ross and his valet,
Figaro. Both men want to marry the Count's
chambermaid, Susanna, played by seniors Erin
Hauger and Tracie Viers.
Though this situation may not be considered
controversial by today's standards, it caused quite a
stir when it opened in the late 1700s, according to
Wittmar. Figaro is of peasant stature, however, he
turns out to be the the hero instead of his antagonist.
the Count.
Traditionally, the aristocrat would have been the
'hero. "It was one of the first operas where the
royalty was not the hero. In this case, the good guy
is the servant, when usually royalty came out on
top," Wittmar said.
The opera was written during the American
Revolution, and a few years before the French
Revolution. During this time, hierarchy was
changing, Wittmar said.
Although the opera has an Italian setting, only

the songs dealing with emotions and feelings are
performed in Italian, keeping with the original
scores.
"Any part that talks about the plot are done in
English. IThcrc will be) good program notes to keep
the audience clued in," Wittmar said.
The audience members are also kept on their toes
throughout the play since actors share roles. This
format was a good way to produce a play in a short
period of time, senior Sarah Allen, who shares the
role with of the Countess with senior Amy Demarest
and sophomore Julie Burton, she said.
The cast put the play together in four weeks.
Multicasting, such as that done with the part of
the Countess, increases the efficiency in which the
opera is done, Allen said .
"It is necessary, considering the amount of time
we have. It is hard to put together the entire opera
without it," Allen said.
"My character goes through changes in .
personality. She begins as a vulnerable wife but '
becomes stronger. [Since] she goes through
changes, I will play her much more differently," she
said.
Flores said this changing of roles can become
difficult. Playing the Count, it is not always easy to
keep track of the everchanging countesses, he said.
"[Sometimes I] forget who is Susanna and who is
the Countess. It's not really that confusing, but it's
hard, when they play Susanna in one scene and a
peasant in another," Flores said.
Even though the multicasting may be confusing,
Wittmar said more students are able to get involved
in the acting. "We try to incorporate more students
by using different students in different acts," she
said. There are 14 people playing 10 different roles.
Flores said, "It's funny, so it will keep the
audience engaged in what we are doing."
"Le Nozze Di Figaro " will be performed in
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 8 p.m. Feb. 17-18 and
3 p.m. Feb. 19. Tickets are $2 for students with ID
and $3 general admission.
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Slam:

young writers share work at black poetry contest
by Jihan Crowther
contributing writer

IAN GRAHAMI.itaff photographer
i*

Senior Thomas Howchins was one of the winners in the Staged Black Inc.'s Poetry
Slam, a contest among writers of black poetry.

Roses are red, violets are blue ... This is the
type of poetry people may have excepted on
Valentine's Day, but the poems of Staged
Black Inc.'s Poetry Slam ran much deeper than
flowers.
For an intense two hours the poets moved
the audience's emotions from laughter to
sorrow to excitement with themes ranging from
heartbreak to personal struggle. Sponsored by
Young Sisters and Brothers Magazine, Tower
Records, the Black Student Alliance and the
Center for Multicultural Student Services, the
national poetry competition made its debut on a
national college tour. It will eventually visit 13
schools.
The slam's host and executive producer,
Kwame Alexander, said, "The purpose is to
expose a diverse group of poets and a diverse
group of black poetry." The event includes
mostly black poets, but other students are
encouraged to join.
The slam, also called "The Flow," proved to
be an interactive program between the audience
and the poets. Students were called from the
audience to freestyle, creating and reciting
original poetry on the spot, before the actual
competition began.
When it did. 10 poets competed in two
rounds and were judged by five people. Three
of the judges were preselected, and the other
two were chosen at random from the audience.
The poets were judged on "originality, delivery
and audience response," according to one
judge. Tatia Daniels, the assistant director of
the Center for Multicultural Student Services.
Seniors Naa Bruce and Joy Clayton kicked
off the competition with their poems, garnering
claps and cheers from the audience. This
preluded to Alexander's tribute to Valentine's
Day. While contemporary jazz music played
softly in the background, he recited poems to

various women in the audience.
Contestants seniors William Jones and
LaShawn Coleman were also well-received by
the audience, but it was senior Thomas
Howchens. the first-round winner, who brought
the audience to its first standing ovation, with
the reading of his poetry.
What inspires Howchen's poetry is "society
and facets of life." He said, "Not being a very
vocal person, it provides a way for me to
express myself."
Sophomore David Lowenstein, senior Bruce
Milton and sophomore Tellas Minor lead the
second round, and senior Bey Wesley and
freshman Tiara Valentino-Perkins, the secondround winner, rounded it out. ValentinoPerkins' "Keep the Drum Beat in Your Feet"
told the story of blacks in America, stressing
the importance of remembering one's roots.
Valentino-Perkins said she hoped her poem
"raises awareness that, yes, we've come a long
way, but we still have a way to go."
After Valentino-Perkins, guest poet Glen
Allen took center stage and delivered a poem
that threw the audience to its feet, literally.
The final and deciding round, "The Final
Flow," of the competition gave each round
winner five minutes to deliver new poems to
the audience.
The winner was decided solely by audience
applause. Howchens and Valentino-Perkins
tied for the $200 prize. In addition to the prize
money, the winners will compete in the Grand
Slam Championship in Washington, D.C., this
fall. The winners are also given a chance to be
featured in "The Flow" poetry album, a
compilation of poetry from winners and from
Alexander. The contestants were both chosen
because the judges wanted to recognize the
differences in their work, according to Daniels.
Reginald Ryder said of the tour, "It was
vital for them to come. It was important to keep
the momentum from Furious Rower, as well as
to see what young poets had to offer."

Classic musical still brings laughs
by Brent Bowles
staff writer
Unlike the overblown, melodramatic theatrics. Andrew Lloyd
Webber-style, spread across Broadway stages these days, it is
nice to know that there are old-fashioned classics that are
infinitely better and more entertaining.
Big League Theatricals put on Frank Loesser's "Guys and
Dolls." a musical love story, in Wilson Hall Tuesday night as
part of the Masterpiece Season.

REVIEW
Based on a story by Damon Runyon. it's up to Nathan
Detroit, played by Jason Singer, to balance time spent with his
fiancee of 14 years and his permanent floating crap game. As
good oI' reliable Nathan. Singer balances superb comic timing
with a brightness and energy that commands the stage.
Throughout the show he keeps on punching, hardly giving the
audience a chance to laugh before bantering on about the
thousand bucks he needs to run the game, while keeping it all
hidden from his fiancee, the indomitable hypochondriac Miss
Adelaide.
The actress playing the Hot Box Girl. Miss Adelaide, was a
double understudy and was clearly suffering with a faltering
voice during the first act. which led to a rendition of "Miss
Adelaide's Lament," sadly lacking in energy. But she took back
the stage with "Take Back Yogr Mink," the second act opener,
and blasted her way through the super fast "Sue Me" right up to
curtain call with sass and class.
She and Singer's playful bickering, reminding one of "The
Honeymooners" George and Grace, make up for the unfortunate
lack of chemistry between the fated romance of Sky Masterson,
played by Tim Mathes and mission doll Sarah Brown, played by
Jen Little.
Not quite holding his own is Mathes as Sky, the highest roller
of them all. who'll need more than Lady Luck to charm Jen
Little's unflappable, hard-shelled Sarah. Mathes handles the

vocals beautifully — especially "My Time of Day" — but lacks
the necessary scene-stealing charisma. Little, on the other hand,
is charming and amusing, if a bit too operatic at times. She milks
"If I Were a Bell" for all it's worth.
Also notable in the cast are Chris Dell'Armo as pink-clad
gambler Benny Southstrect. whose Jim Carrey facial expressions
shine right through the irresistible title song, and James Bergen
as Sarah's grandfather Arvide. who sings Loesser's achingly
beautiful "More I Cannot Wish You" with lovable heart.
The music is unfortunately hampered by the tiny roadshow
orchestra. The faster-paced songs survive intact, but the lack of
strings and woodwinds destroy the lovely ballads "I've Never
Been in Love Before" and "More I Cannot Wish You." The
whole show is somewhat hurt by Wilson Hall's woefully
inadequate sound system.
And even though the roadshow size, or lack thereof, limits
the size of set pieces, it proves that "Guys and Dolls" is a show
that doesn't need overconceived theatrics to leave "Phantom of
the Opera" and the overrated "Miss Saigon" gasping for air.
The sparsely decorated sets, which occasionally consist of
just the main curtain, don't detract from anything, and are lit
well by Norman Coates. With the garish rainbow assortment of
brightly colored costumes and choreography that moves in all
directions with jubilant slapstick and spirited dancing — the
Cuba sequence has more Caribbean heat than five "Evita"
roadshows — the show feels like a comic book and moves at the
speed of light, clocking in at just under two and a half hours.
Since its premiere in 1950, Frank Loesser's "Guys and Dolls"
has been a magical classic that has securely cemented its place
as one of. if not the, greatest musicals ever written.
The cast shines with one great number after another and
culminates in the showstopper of all showstoppers: "Sit Down,
You're Rockin' the Boat." Everything about this show is right
on the money, and there's an unshakable energy and vitality in
"Guys and Dolls" that makes it a rollicking good time like no
other on Broadway today. So if Lady Luck brings "Guys and
Dolls" around, grab your dice, pass the Dulcc dc Lechc and
follow the fold.
Belcha a thousand potatas you'll love it.

NICKJ CAMPBELUstaffphotographer

The Hot Box Girls sing 'A Bushel and a Peck' during
'Guys and Dolls' Tuesday night in Wilson Hall.
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SPORTS

Dukes hang on at end against Pirates
Rowe, Culuko and McLinton hit for double figures
by Adam Foldenauer
staff writer
The stretch run of the 1994-'95
season is upon JMU, which means
the pressure is on senior forward
Louis Rowe. If the Dukes'
postseason dreams are to be realized,
it will be Rowe who leads them to
the Promised Land.
Last night in front of 4,750 at the
Convocation Center, Rowe strapped
his teammates to his back and led
JMU to a 92-87 win over East
Carolina University. The Dukes up
their record to 9-2, 14-7, second in
the Colonial Athletic Association.
"I don't really feel the pressure,"
Rowe said. "I'm getting a lot of easy
shots. The offense is really clicking;
we're moving the ball. I'm getting
the shots and knocking them down."
Rowe scored 20 of his game-high
34 points in what was a hard-fought,
often frantic second half.
"We tried some different things on
Rowe. none of them worked. He was
terrific. He's the best player in the
league, and he showed it tonight,"
ECU coach Eddie Payne said. 'The
best teams . . . have one guy that can
go out and get a bucket. [JMU] has
him."
ECU refused to concede the win
and fought until the final buzzer.
Senior center Anton Gill's threepointer brought the Pirates within
three with two seconds left, but ECU
ran out of time in its attempt to pull
out the upset.

"I thought we had it broken open a
couple of times, and they kept
coming back," JMU head coach
Lefty Driesell said. "That's how it is
in our league. Anybody can beat
anybody."
A long-distance contest of can-youtop-this broke out as both teams fired
at will from behind the three-point
arc. The two teams combined to
launch a total of 41 three-pointers for
the evening, ECU going 9-for-22 and
JMU finishing 9-for-l9 from behind
the three-point arc.
Senior guard Kent Culuko, Rowe
and junior guard Darren McLinton
all got into the act early. Each of the
three leading JMU scorers had a
three-pointer to their credit before the
game was six minutes old.
"We hit some [three-pointers] right
when the game got close," Driesell
said. "Kent hit some big threes; so
did Darren."
Culuko finished with 20 points on
5-for-l2 shooting from the field,
while McLinton was 7-for-9, 3-for-4
from behind the three-point arc for
19 points.
For a game thai looked so pretty at
times, it looked just as ugly at others.
The teams combined for 48 fouls and
both reached the double bonus with
more than six minutes left to play.
The game stayed neck and neck in
the second half until back to back
buckets from McLinton swung the
tide in JMU's favor.
With the Dukes up 58-52, McLinton
stepped in front of a pass in the ECU

backcourt and took it in for two.
"A lot of times basketball games
rely on spurts," McLinton said.
"Anytime you can go on a run like
that and gel some easy transition
baskets, that swings the momentum
your way."
Play was brutal underneath the
basket, but the Dukes held their own,
grabbing 34 rebounds to ECU'S 37.
"There were no fouls but three
arrests," Payne joked about one
especially physical sequence.
The Dukes pushed the ball
downcourt early and earned most of
their early points came in transition.
McLinton's three-pointer capped a
10-0 JMU run and put the Dukes up
15-5.
The Pirates battled back behind the
tandem of sophomore forward Tim
Basham and Gill. Basham and Gill,
the Colonial Athletic Association
Player of the Week, carried ECU
early, scoring 12 of the Pirates' first
15 points.
Freshman guard Damond Van
Weerdhui/en came off the bench and
hit back to back threes to bring ECU
even, at 21 at the 6:14 mark of the
first half.
After a promising beginning, the
remainder of the first half developed
into the fa'miliar "Lou Rowe Show."
Rowe scored 16 of JMU's 35 firsthalf points, and the two teams headed
into the locker room with the Dukes
up 35-33.
JMU travels to George Mason
University Feb. 18 for its next game.

MAGGIE WEI.TER/tt-niVir photographer

Senior forward Lou Rowe drops the ball in the basket against the
Pirates en route to a 34-point contribution on the night.

JMU prepares to contest ODU in CAA clash for No. 1
by Dave Salinard

"I am ready for the game. I rank right
behind her in assists and steals. She is a big
guard, but I feel I am ready." Rilinger said .
The Dukes must also deal with ODU's
conference-leading offense that is scoring an
average of 71.4 points per game and shooting
45.2 percent.
"I don't believe we need t<> be concerned

inside, and that is what I am concerned with."
The Dukes are right behind the Monarchs in
scoring, pouring in 68 points per game, and
boast three of the top 10 scorers in the CAA in
Rilinger. sophomore Sarah Schreib and senior
Kara Ratliff.
JMU also has the conference leader in threepoint field goal percentage in junior Krissy
Heinbaugh (55 percent).
Despite the Dukes' recent winning streak.
Moorman said she isn't concerned about a
letdown against ODU.
"I don't believe there will be a lack of
intensity from this team. They have worked
hard and come through a lot of adversity lo gel
where they are." she said. "The learn ha%
worked too hard lo have a leldown now. I have
no doubt they will be ready to play.
'This learn wants this victory," she said.
The key to success for JMU may rest on the.
shoulders of its inside players.
In the first meeting the Monarchs got 39 of
their 68 points from their starting front line.
JMU will need strong games from their front
line players to try to nullify some of ODU's
inside scoring.
"The key is the inside game. That is their
strength." Moorman said. "They have large
front line players that get a lot of rebounds. The
key areas for us will be our interior defense and
limiting their second chance points on
offensive rebounds."
Though the game will probably decide the
top seed in the tournament, it is the furthest
thing from Moorman's mind at this point.
"We need to know that we can beat this
team and prove t" ourselves that we can do it.
and Ihev are not unbeatable." Moorman said.

with the

rid* into the conlereuce tournament.'

contributing writer
In the world of JMU basketball, when
people talk about a big game, the Old
Dominion Monarchs immediately come to
mind.
This weekend will be no exception, as the
JMU women's basketball team meets its crossstate rival Feb. 19.
Assuming the women down William &
Mary tonight, the game will be played for first
place in the Colonial Athletic Association and
has major implications for the conference
tournament seedings.
JMU comes into the game with a five-game
win streak, including a recent victory over
UNC-Wilmington 74-38. Old Dominion
comes to the Convocation Center with a 7-0
record on the road and riding an incredible 48game win streak in conference play.
The two teams met earlier this year with the
Monarchs getting the victory, 68-64, at Old
Dominion Field House.
"The team that played them in the first
meeting isn't the same team that is playing
now. It was our first conference game, and it
was on the road." JMU head coach Shelia
Moorman said. "We were jittery and struggled
in the first half."
The Dukes shot 27 percent from the field
and only 50 percent from the foul line in the
first half of that game.
"That was probably the worst half of
basketball we have played all season. It is
definitely not an indicator of how well we can
play." said sophomore point guard Holly
Rilinger said.
The Dukes will have t,> contain ODIi'<
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Christina Lee, Kara Ratliff and Sarah Schreib take a breather at basketball practice.
second in the CAA in scoring, averaging 17.7
points per game, and in the teams' first
meeting, she burned the Dukes for 21 points
and 14 rebounds.
ODU's point guard is sophomore Patricia
Pennichiero. She is ranked first in the
conference in assists (6.2) and steals (4.3).
Earlier this year she scored nine points and
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l.orien Lea Denham.
Killed by a divnk driver on Good Friday, March 29,1991, at
Collcte Park Drive and Hivv. 19 North in Meridian. Miss.

Breeze
)lde Mill Village

If you don't st«p your friend from dnvingdrunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

UNIVERSITY
HAIRSTYLIST
(Reg. i 10.50)

Haircuts $2.00 off
Tanning $2.00 per visit

Sunstreaking
Guys $10*00 Girls $1500
Slightly higher for longer hair

433-9533
jjsQjuin

Good dim m\m

"The apartments are nicely furnished with comfortable
living room and bedroom furniture."
Anne Kunkle
"... it's a convenient walking distance to JM's and campus
Vanessa Howard

presents

... the stafff and tenants are all very friendly
Meme Patel )

Body Piercing

Amenities Galore!

by Anne Greenblatt

Professional & Hygienic
Free Consultation
New Needle Each Customer
Large Selection ot Jewelry
for Navels, Noses and
Everytihng in Between!
Surgical Steel, Colorful
Niobium Rings and Barbells
Call Anne at
804-232-3096

Pedal on the level - no hills to
climb or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball courts.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for telephone.

Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers
on all aprtments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to
campus & Valley Mall.
Full-time management and maintenance.
No sliding doors.

NOW LEASING FOR THE '95 - '96 SCHOOL YEAR
COLDUJCLL
BANKER□

for Info
**#♦***
Body Works Tattooing
66 E. Market Street
Downtown Harrisonburg
433-2766

UNIVERSITY

"The kitchens in Olde Mill are large and well equipped.
I enjoy whipping things up in mine
Krlsten Phillips

>-Body Works -<
Tattooing

No Appointment Necessary

MADISON

Oar Residents fire Still
Oar Best Advertisement -

1012 S. Main St.
behind Kinkp's Kopy|

Saturday February 18
NoonSp.m.

)AMES

HORSLEYAND
CONSTABLE

CALL BRENT

TODAY
432-9502
Professionally managed by:

Horsley and Constable Property Management Division

434-1173 or 432-9502
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BATTER UP
No. 19 Dukes place expectations in postseason berth
by Brett Sahm

ROGER WOl.l.ENW.RGhluJJi/liuloKrui.lier

Junior catcher Bart Close dives for a pop-up ball in practice earlier this week. The Dukes, currently ranked 19th
by Baseball America, opens their season Feb. 18 with a game against East Tennessee State.

staff writer
__^__^^
The JMU baseball team has high expectations and an
abundance of talent coming into the 1995 season. The team has
many experienced players who arc ready to make a run to the
Colonial Athletic Association title and. hopefully, the College
World Series in Omaha.
The team is currently ranked 19th in the nation by Baseball
America, after the 40-19-1 record posted last year.
Returning from last year's squad are seven position starters,
four pitchers with at least seven starts a year ago. The team also
returns 10 players with a minimum of 50 at bats and better than
a .306 average.
"This year we will use a total team concept approach." JMU
head coach Kevin Anderson said. "The lineups and pitchers we
use will be dictated by the opposition."
The JMU outfield seems to be particularly strong after
returning all three starters. Anchoring the outfield will be junior
centerfielder Joe Higman. Higman has been in centcrfield for the
past two seasons and earned second team All-CAA honors last
year.
Sophomore Matey Brooks and junior Juan Dorsey occupy
the other two outfield spots. Both players possess above-average
speed and are members of the JMU football team. Dorsey
earned second team All-CAA honors while playing left field last
year.
Additionally, the outfield has three excellent backups in
junior Bobby Rubin, sophomore Devin Floyd and freshman
Chad Hartman.
"The outfielders all have above-average speed and possess
great throwing arms," Anderson said. "Both Dorsey and Rubin
have tremendous speed and will be at the lop of the order."
The Dukes' infield has a lot of depth and is strong at all
positions. Leading the infield will be senior captains Chad
Ginder and Kevin Nehring. Ginder will play first base and
Nehring is a mainstay at second. The other starters in the infield
will likely be senior Donny Burks at shortstop and junior Jay
EXPECTATIONS page 27

Books, baseball combine for popular class
by Jerry Niedzialek
staff writer
When some students hear the word "literature." they might
think of in-depth, boring novels or poems they cannot
understand.
One course at JMU proves not all literature classes have to be
dry comparisons of writing styles and themes. English 302B,
Literature of* Baseball, combines interests in the great American
pastime ancl literature to create a popular class with JMU
students,
"I loved the class," junior Ryan Kula saiq. "It was not like
any other class I have taken before. These were books that 1
actually wanted to read because they dealt with baseball."
But Dr. Richard Gaughran, Literature of Baseball professor,
stresses the fact that it is a literature class, not a baseball history
course. "I treat it like a literature class." he said. "It's not a
baseball class; it's a literature of baseball class."
Gaughran taught the class at his alma mater, Lehigh
University, for two semesters and is now teaching the course at
JMU for the second semester. At least one other university.
Macalester College in St. Paul, Minn., offers the same class.
He created the course by combining two of his favorite
pastimes. "I am a huge baseball fan and enjoy reading fine
literature, so I combined the two," Gaughran said. "It was
natural for me to turn it into a course."
Gaughran believes the fiction novels are much better
literature and can be incorporated into the course better.
Baseball appeals to him for reasons other than the obvious
entertainment factor.
"Baseball has a pastoral space which 1 love," he said. "The
field is a big green space in the middle of the city. It's like a
retreat from the chaos of society that counters the life outside the
game."
Th>
consists mostly of fiction novels and short stories,
wit'
e bit of poetry. There are no autobiographies of
a
tes ii.wluded in the class.
ime of the books include Ring Lardner's You Know Me Al

and The Natural, by Bernard Malamud. Students read a total of
11 books in the semester and are required to write a term paper.
Many of the stories deal with baseball history. Real-life
events or characters are placed in a fictitious book, in what is
known as "historical fiction."
Students read Shoeless Joe, by W.P. Kinsella. the first
semester the course was offered. The book touches upon the
gambling scandal of the Chicago White Sox in 1912 and served
as the basis for "Field of Dreams." Although the scandal
actually happened, the book is fictitious because the details are
not factual.
Most of the works also share a common theme.
Many are about young players who have dreams of becoming
baseball heroes, but in their quest for stardom, they run into
many problems.
"Anybody can relate to these works because we all have run
into problems while pursuing our own dreams," Gaughran said.
Most students are attracted to the course because of the
baseball aspect ^nd Gaughran's teaching style.
"I have always loved baseball and had Dr. Gaughran for
another course, so I decided to take the course," sophomore
English major Valerie Adams said.
Like Adams, senior Laurie Frankel is also an English major
who took the class because of the teacher and subject matter.
"I enrolled in the class because I am a fan of baseball and of
Dr. Gaughran," she said. "The books are good literature and are
fun to read."
Not everyone who takes the class has to be a fan of the sport,
however.
"I took the course because I needed three more credits for my
English major," Kula said. "I never used to like baseball, but
after taking the course, I have a better appreciation of the sport,
as we|l as literature."
Many students come away from the course realizing literature
does not always have to be hard to understand or boring.
"In many upper-level literature courses the material is real
serious and in-depth," Frankel said, "but this course dealt with
works that were enjoyable and easy to read."
Adams said, 'There is nothing that I disliked about it. It is

ANGELA TERRY/senior artist

such a concentrated subject that you know what to expect."
This semester may be the last time this unusual course is
offered at JMU due to the expected departure of Gaughran,
whose contract at the university expires at the end of the school
year.
"It's not many schools that have a course like this one,"
Frankel said. "It's too bad that JMU is losing such a unique
course and teacher."
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JMU STUDENTS!

FOR

February 20-24 is
Commuter Awareness Week!

LEARNING

Come by the Center
for Off-Campus Living
during lunch times all
next week for FREE
FOOD, PRIZES, and
OTHER FUN STUFF!

If you think you'll need a student loan for
next school year, now is the time to begin
the application process.
Get a Free Application for Financial Student Aid
(FAFSA) from the Financial Aid Office on campus
and complete it. Then, when you know what you
qualify for, come see us. We offer all types of
government student loans, including Stafford and
PLUS, and.we also offer our own Education Loan.
To find out more about our Student Loan Programs, and to inquire
about membership eligibility with Commonwealth One, visit the
branch at Gibbons Hall or call 568-7831.

CommorfXfealth One
Federal Credit Union

Check Monday's Breeze for all the details!

sbawo
Itoliano
Lasagna • Baked Ziti
Steak Pizzaiola • Chicken Cacciatore
Beef Stew • Sausage & Peppers
Country Fried Chicken • Garden Salad
Coleslaw • Potato Salad • Pasta Salads
Vanilla Mousse • Rice Pudding
Jello • Fresh Fruits
AND A WHOLE LOT MORE!
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StlSPPO' The Italian Eatery" in the Valley Mall
Next to J.C. Pennev • 434-9087

; pizza combo ; Sbarro's Pizza ■

Ope Free

■

50c Off Any

■ .Reg. Slice -Small Salad -Med. Drink■ WHOLE LARGE CHEESE a
Drink Refill
■ _ PiZZCI WBfW
■jgj $2.99
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Expectations
continued from page 25

Johnson at third base.
Other contributors in the infield include
sophomore Mike Mattix, freshman Cory Hoch
and junior Brad Edsell.
Junior Greg Bulheller will probably be the
starting catcher after batting .370 last year.
"Overall, I feel our team is strong and
capable of going to Omaha," Ginder said. "We
have an extremely strong pitching staff and a
solid defense. Offensively, we have started off
slow, but I think it will be strong once the
season starts."

We will use an
aggressive style of play
and apply pressure to
our opponents.
Kevin Anderson
JMU head baseball coach
The pitching staff seems to have great depth
and versatility coming into the season, with 11
different members of the rotation.
The star of the staff is junior left-hander
Brian McNichol. He posted a 8-2 record and a
3.72 ERA last year. He is ranked 54th on
Baseball America's Top 100 professional
prospects list.
"I basically want to stay healthy, help the
team in any way I can and be better than last
year," McNichol said. "Overall, we have seven
or eight starters and a deep bullpen."
There are five upperclassman pitchers who
could contend for positions in the rotation.
One likely candidate is junior right-hander
Jeff Hafer. He was called in from the bullpen

often last year but is likely to see many starting
assignments this year after posting a 4-2 record
with a 4.03 ERA.
Three sophomores are also in contention for
starting roles. Derrick Cook was drafted by
Cleveland in 1993 and had six wins as a
freshman.
The two other strong sophomores include
Andrew Gordon and Tim Bouch. Bouch went
2-0 with a 2.02 ERA while hurling the only
shutout in CAA tournament history last year
against UNC-Wilmington. Gordon held Old
Dominion to one run on six hits in more than
seven innings of work in the CAA tournament.
The bullpen contains many strong arms
including junior Casey Brookens and
sophomore Shaun O'Neal.
The future looks bright for the pitching
staff, as it sports two freshmen, Travis Harper
and Greg White, who were both drafted out of
high school and should contribute to the staff.
The Dukes will be attempting varying styles
of play on offense and defense against
opponents.
"Offensively, we will use an aggressive
style of play and apply pressure to our
opponents," Anderson said. "We will try to
execute short-game baseball wiih a lot of
stealing bases and hit and runs. The goal is to
capitalize on our opponents' mistakes and
create opportunities."
The defensive style of the Dukes will be to
lake chances and to have the pitchers go
aggressively after the hitters.
With the return of such an experienced
squad, Anderson looks forward to the
upcoming months.
"We are not necessarily concerned with
wins and losses hut, rather, with a great team
attitude. With a good attitude, the wins should
come," Anderson said. "It should be a
successful season."
JMU opens its season Feb. 18 against East
Tennessee State. Game time is I p.m. at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium.
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SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS
WOMEN'S FENCINC J
JMU 10, Sweet Briar 6
Foil
Heather Robertson
2-2
Rowena Federico
2-2
Suzanne Lewandowski
4-0
Nicole Lawrence
2-2
Record: 12-13
Junior Varsity: James Madison 11, Sweet
Briar 3
Foil
Wendy Arborgast
1-2
Sarah Page
Katie Moon

3-1
3-0

Kim Pendleton
4-0
Record: 2-0
JMU will be going for its eighth straight
varsity state championship Feb. 18 at Hollins.
The JMU junior varsity is also the defending
state J.V. champion.
Freshman cpee fencer Jenna Morgan will not
be participating in the state tournament because
she is one of 24 fencers invited to compete in
the Junior Olympics in San Jose. Calif., on Feb.
20.

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
JMU 184.45, William & Mary
181.825
Vaulting
1. Julie Cardinali. JMU. 9.725
2. Joy Wells. JMU. 9.375
3. Ivy Wells. JMU. 9.35 '
Uneven parallel bars
I.KathyAiken,JMU.9.275
Balance beam

%

I. Joy Wells. JMU. 36.725
3. Kathy Aiken. JMU. 36.625

REC REPORT
• JMU Skate Night is tonight at Skatctown
USA from 7:30-10 p.m.
• "Muscle Madness" Happy Hour Fitness
Class. Work out with weights and dynabands at
Hillside Fitness Center. 5:15 p.m.
• Intramural 4 vs. 4 Volleyball Tournament
(Co-rec) sign-ups begin Feb. 20 in Warren
Hall. rm. 300. There is a 16-tcam limit.
• Yoga Classes are held every Tuesday and
Thursday at 5:15p.m. in Godwin Hall rm. 205.
• Swim Across America is a challenging and
enjoyable way for you to continue your lap
swimming during the spring months. Details
and registration in the issue room (Godwin
Hall.rm. I23).
• Deep Water Exercise is held every Tuesday
and Thursday at 12:15 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
Savage Natatorium in Godwin Hall.
• Gym Hours:
Fri. Side A: Open Rec Basketball 5-6:45 p.m.
Open Rec Soccer
7-8:55 p.m.
Side B: Open Rec Basketball 7-8:55 p.m.
Sat. NO Open Rec Hours
Sun. Side A: Open Rec Basketball 6-8.45 p.m.

Come Join the Fun!
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3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath
Fully furnished units
Individual leases

* SOME ROOMS
REDUCED*
Appliances furnished
(Zentral heat/air
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Home, Beach, Mountains, or
Snow, Make it Safe Wherever
You Go
February 21, 11 am ■ 2 p m
PC Ballroom

CALL TODAY
434-1173
COLDWELL BANKER
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE
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l.KeriErazmus. JMU. 9.425
2. Julie Cardinali. JMU. 9.35
3. Jennifer Grinnell, JMU. 9.325
Floor exercise
l. Lynn Dameron. W&M. 9.525
Top JMU: 2(tic) Joy Wells. 9.45: Ivy Wells.
9.45
All-around

2 Blocks to Campus

TOWNHOIISES
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Drawing for PC Dukes Spring Break Vacations to Florida 12 PM
Sponsored by: JMU Health Center
In cooperation with HTH 458 class, ORL,
Dining Services, Rec Activities
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Recycle,
Reuse,
Reduce!
Have your
customers
left you in
the dark?
Find the light!

Check out Breeze
Advertising
For rate information call
Jonathan Rhudy at
568-6127

:%CLDttH$Vk>ppiN5 bA|
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Who is the new SEXUAL ASSAULT
EDUCATION COORDINATOR?

Hillary Wing-Lott
What is a Sexual Assault Education
Coordinator?
A person who responds to the needs of the JMU community regarding sexual assault and
sexual harassment issues. These needs may be in the form of educational presentations in
classrooms, residence halls, various offices and departments, orientation, student programming
and any other opportunity to address these issues.
One who addresses sexual issues with victim and/or person accused of the crime. This can
present as information, risk reduction education, self-esteem and an emphasis on communication
and behavioral modification.

«wr

$209
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MT. OHFOW. CflHflDfl
(JUSTACROSS THE VERMONT BORDER)
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Sponsor's include:
Labatt's & Mo/son
NIGHTS LODGING,
LUXURY CONDO
•Fl/ti Y EQUIPPED KITCHEN.
FIREPLACE.ETC

4 DAY SKI & SNOW
BOARD LIFT TICKET
■40SLOPES. 3 MOUNTAINS
FOR ALL LEVELS
■ 1800 FOOT VERTICAL DROP

5
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What can I, as a JMU student, do to help the
Sexual Assault Education Coordinator?

DflYS & NIGHTS OF
INTERCOLLEGIATE
PARTIES. CONTESTS
a ACTIVITIES

•NOTE: THE LEGAL AGE TO CONSUME ALCOHOL IS IB

&AS2&
U

N

L

l

V

I
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A programming developer who addresses the needs of all of the community, presenting
herself with a knowledge base of sexual assault in regards to homosexual and heterosexual
students, various cultural implications, male victimization and adult survivors of childhood
abuse.
«?
Where do I find the Sexual Assault
Education Coordinator?
Either in the Counseling and Student Development Center in Wine Price, Room 199, or in
Warren Hall, Room 264. Hours in Warren Hall are Tuesdays 1 - 3 PM, Wednesdays 10 11 AM, and Thursdays, 2 - 4 PM. There is a private waiting room in Wine Price so that any
student who chooses can wait for their appointment in a comfortable and confidential setting.
Telephone numbers are
568-6684 - Warren Hall and 568-6552 - Wine Price Hall. Please feel free to call either office
anytime and leave a confidential message.

D

GROUP LEADER DISCOUNTS
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

1-800-999-SKI-9

Invite her to your organizational meetings, classrooms and residence halls as well as off-campus
facilities. Offer her the opportunity to introduce herself, discuss the position and eventually
present prevention and risk reduction programs. Bring your suggestions and questions
regarding the position to her at either of the above offices or call or write her on the VAX winglohx. Tell your friends that she is on campus and refer any student to her who may be
looking for information, support, educational material or referrals.
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Versimilitude\#refi* Coulson

Vino's CALLING P IS THIS A8DJT
¥E?> CAUSE IF IT IS. I WONY
00 \T.' tOV) GOT AW7WWC ON
ML. UNDERSTAND?' 10V) CAHT
PftoVE AATTHING' I TELL**)
I'M INNOCENT.' JUST GWl UP'
WLL NEVER. GET ME-'
V
•
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MMH-. SOMEBODI'S HMIHG
A FIRE. I LCNE THE 5MELL
OF A FIRE ON,
A COLO WINTER %>\&)

ISNT IT STRANGE HOW
SMELLS ARE SO EVOCATWE
BUT WE CMtT DESCRIBE
THEM?

OH. I YXMHO. THAT FIRE
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SMELL
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WORDS FOR,
AffECTS THff
SMELLS.

ALTHOUGH HE COULD NEVER
SEE HIMSELF/D8AQJLA WAS
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LOST His FIRST F/^6 AT AGE SIX.
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BCA Master Instructor Jerry Briesath
is coming to the Corner Pocket!
February 20-22

Commonwealth One Credit Union
Members

VOTE FOR
DR. BILL JACKAMEIT

Jerry will be running his "Pool
School" for- beginners and
advanced players. Come down
and watch the "master" and
learn a few shots!

Candidate for Board of Directors
GIVE JMU A VOICE ON THE BOARD OF
YOUR CAMPUS CREDIT UNION

"If you want to play better pool, come
to the Pool School"

21 years at JMU as an administrator,
faculty member, and student
Strong advocate of customer service and
sound financial management
DON'T THROW YOUR BALLOT AWAY
MAIL IT BACK IN THE POST-PAID ENVELOPE
VOTE FOR BILL JACKAMEIT - AND DON'T VOTE
FOR ANY NON-JMU CANDIDATES - IT'S OUR BEST
CHANCE TO PUT A JMU PERSON ON THE BOARD!

Check the Corner Pocket for specific times.

EDITORIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Applications are available for the following editorial positions on
the 1995-96 Bluestone yearbook staff:
BUSINESS ECIITOR
MANAGING ECIIIOR
FEAI URES ECII IOR
ASSI. FEATURES ECIIIOR
SpoRis Ech IOR
Assi. SpoRis Ed NOR

OASSES ECII IOR
GRM k & ORGANI/AI ION ECJITOR

Copy Edi IOR
PHOTOGRAPHY Edi IOR*
AssI. PHOTOGRAPHY ECIITOR

Applications may be picked up in the BLUESTONE office located in Anthony-Seeder
room 217. Return applications to the BLUESTi )NE office by Feb. 24 by 5 p.m. Please
attach a resume and copy letter addressed to the editor. If there are any questions
about the positions please call Kathy or Amy at x6541.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Townhouse - 3 BR. Fall 95'96
Furnished. University Court.
Private deck. 432-6993
Renting lor (all '95 - Houses,
townhouses, near JMU. Call 4332126 after 5 p.m.
College Station & University
Place - 3 or 4-BR units. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. (703)433-9576
Mt. View Drive townhouse - 5
BRS. furnished; walking distance;
$200-$250/mo.; one-year lease
(8/95-8/96); W/D; (703)450-5008.

Furnished

J-M Apartments
434-1647 or
434-3882
1 BR Apt. $295/mo.
2-BR Apt. $380/mo.
3-BR Apt. $450/mo.
or $1 SO/person
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge.
One of the closest complexes
to JMU!
Owner/Manager I
The good apartments go first
so come by and see usl
Old South High - 9-BR duplex
Prefer one group x3068

3,4,5-BR AptS.
10-minute walk
South Main Street

5-BR, 2-bath house - Fireplace,
W/D. large deck with great views of
Massanulfen ski slopes $700/mo.
Call 289-5634.

434-3509
Hunter's Ridge condo - For US'96 school year. 4 BR. 2 bath, W/D,
kitchen, living area. Great location,
near
first
bus
stop.
$175/moVperson. Call 433-0557.
Two RMs available - For tall '95,
spring '96, Hunter's Ridge, water
included. Call Dave. 432-1829.
Nags Head, NC - Get your group
together early. Attractive, relatively
new houses; fully furnished; W/D.
DW; central A/C; available May 1August 31; sleeps 7, $1500/mo.;
sleeps 8-9, $2100/mo. (804)8501532
One BR - Available March.
Parking, yard, all utilities, $400/mo.
879-9947

2 Houses
Old S. High St.
1 - 3BR $550
1 - 4BR $600
3-4-BR Apts. $640
434-1847

Two female roommates needed2nd floor, University Place, August
432-3979
Two-BR apt. - Close to JMU,
$215/BR Water, furnished. 4323979
Attention JMU students University Place condo for lease,
available June '95. 4 BR. 2 full
baths, A/C. Fully furnished plus all
major appliances. Unit In excellent
condition, reasonable price. Call
for details, (800)231-4782, ask for
Kevin Gutshall.
Summer sublet available - 1BR
In
3-BR
apt.,
Madison
Gardens.Call Rob & Brad, 4333651.
1BR including utilities - $350;
3BR, large rooms, W/D, DW, newly
remodeled, $600; 3-4BR house, 2
bath, W/D, $550; 4BR, 1 block
from campus, W/D, S800 $820
Year lease, pet permitted. 5644396
Fall rental - Furnished 4BR,
College Station; 3BR, Madison
Square. 434-3397

University Place - 4 BR, 2 bath
condo. W/D, range, DW, MW,
refrigerator. Furnished, available
August 1. S175/BR. includes water.
Tenants pay electric, phone, cable.
Call 433-7047.
You must see thlsl 4 BRs, 2
living rooms, Hunter's Ridge
townhome. Excellent condition,
responsive
local
owner
management, furnished, females,
Fall. 433-1333
University Court - 5BR,
furnished, W/D, 3 1/2 baths. Call
433-2126.
Large house - 7 BRs, 4 baths,
Newman Ave. Available August.
Call 433-2126.

4-BR townhouse - Dutchmill
Court. Water, trash included. Year
lease. Available Aug. 1, '95. Quiet.
$740. 434-2100
3-BR duplex - Rosedale. All
appliances included. Year lease.
Available Aug I. '95. Quiet. $525.

434-2100
Summer sublet - Close to
campus. Great location! Call Emily,
433-3896.

FOR SALE
4-BR condo - Hunter's Ridge,
nice, sacrifice $59,900. (703)2981184 or (703)289-9677.
Nordics ski boots - Syntech F7,
size 10. Call Trevor, 564-0383

Brewing kits - Extracts, yeasts,
grains, literature, etc. Call 4326799.
Fender Telecaster - & Dean
Markley amp, $425 lor both. Call
Cralg, 564-1518.
Macintosh computer for ssle Complete system only, $499. Call
Chris at (800)289-5685.

HELP WANTED
$1750/weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For info call (202)2989065.
East Coast summer csmp jobs Counselors & staff. Boys summer
camp/Mass.
Top
salary,
Rm/Bd/Laundry. travel allowance.
Must have skill in one ol the
following activities: archery,
baseball, basketball, drama,
drums, football, golf, guitar, ice
hockey, lacrosse, lifeguard, nature,
nurses, photography, piano, pool,
rocketry, rollerblading, ropes,
sailing, scuba, secretary, soccer,
swimming, tennis, track, video,
water-ski, windsurfing, weights,
wood. Call or write: Camp Winadu,
2255 Glades Rd.. Suite 406E.
Boca Raton, FL 33431 (800)4946238
INTRAMURAL SUPERVISORS
NEEDED
For Fall 1995
Applicants should be selfmotivated, dependable A
independent. An officiating or
supervisory background is helpful.
Duties include: supervising nightly
IM activities; enforcing IM policies;
training & evaluating officials.
Earn $5.50/hr. Applications
available in Warren Hall, rm. 300
until Feb. 17. Any questions, call
X3940.
Tennis jobs - Summer boys
spo-is camp in Mass. Instructors
with good tennis background who
can teach children to play tennis
Good salary, room S board, travel
allowance. Call or write: Camp
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd., Suite
406E, Boca Raton, FL 33431.
(800)494-6238

Clerical Position
Salary $4.25/hr.
This position will be expected to
start fall semester 1995.
Applications may be obtained in
the Recreational Activities Office
(Godwin Hall, rm. 213) or
the Sport Club Office (Warren
Hail, rm. 300) & will be accepted
through Feb. 24. Any questions,
call Garrett at x3940.
Attention - Excellent income for
home assembly work. Info,
(504)646-1700, Dept. VA-4806.
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Classic Tuxedo - Part-time
salesperson Apply in person. 433'J966

DJ Music & Karaoke - Melrose,
formats, etc.
National
DJ
Connection, 433-0360.

Drink, Shrink & Think

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities &
work-at-home opportunities,
contact the Better Business
Bureau Inc., at (703) 342-3455.

Powerful new natural beverage
helps to reduce your weight in
weeks & dramatically improve
your health, it works for millions
worldwide1 Free samples 4 info.
Leave a name & phone/address1
Earn extra income $100-$1,000+
per month! Perfect for JMU!
Students make lasting users &
fund your college costs!

(800)603-5050
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn
up to $2,000Wmo working on
cruise ships or
land-tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal & full-time employment
available.
No
experience
necessary. For more info call

(206)634-0468, XC53255

Sport Club
Program Assistant
Salary $5/hr. This position will be
expected to start Fall semester
1995. Applications may be
obtained in the Recreational
Activities Office (Godwin Hall, rm.
213) or the Sport Club Office
(Warren Hall, rm. 300) & will be
accepted through Feb. 24. Any
questions, call Garrett at x3940
Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home Send
long SASE to Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. M18, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
Challenging outdoor summer
camp jobs - With Easter Seal
camps for children & adults with
physical or cognitive disabilities.
Salary, room/board provided
Male/female counselors, aquatic,
horseback, crafts, adventure, food
service. 2 camps in Virginia Blue
Ridge Mountains, or near Virginia
East coast. All majors welcome to
apply. Contact Kris Sorenson;
Camp Easter Sea!; P.O. Box 5496,
Roanoke, VA 24012.(800)3651656
National Parks hiring - Seasonal
& full-time employment available at
National Parks. Forest & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits ♦ bonuses!
Apply now for best positions. Call
(206)545-4804, XN53251.

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK
Spring break '95 - America's #1
Spring break company! Cancun
Bahamas, or Flonda! 110% lowest
Since guarantee! Organize 15
riends & travel tree! Call for our
finalized 1995 party schedules!
(800)95-BREAK
ATTENTION SPRING
BREAKERS! LETS PARTY!
Jamaica $469 Bahamas $429
Panama City $149
Key West $229
Quality Accomodations!
Free Drink Parties!
Endless Summer (800)234-7007
Best Spring Break Trip Around
Know from 4 years experience
Bahamas, Jamaica, Cancun
From $299!
Free Parties, Drinks & Food!
Includes Airfare & Hotel!
Call Jill at 434-4589!
Ski - spring break
'95.
Intercollegiate ski weeks, only
$209. Includes: 5-day lift ticket/5
nights lodging (luxury condo)/5
days intercollegiate activities
(drinking age 18). Sponsors
include: Labatts, Molson & Mt.
Orford, Quebec, Canada (just
across the Vermont border). Group
leader discounts. Campus and
Greek reps needed. Call Ski Travel
Unlimited (800)999-SKI-9
Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise, 6 Days, $279! Includes
12 Meals & 6 Free Parties!
Great Beaches & Nightlife! A
HUGE Party! Cancun &
Jamaica, 7 Nights, Air & Hotel
From $4291 Spring Break Travel
(800)678-6386
Spring Break! Panama City! 8
Days, Oceanview Room With A
Kitchen, $129! Walk To Best
Bars! Includes Free Discount
Card Which Will Save You $100
On Food/Drinks!

Check
out
Encore
Consignments - Large selection
of used books. Mention this ad &
receive additional 20 percent off
82 S. Main in Downtown
Harrisonburg. 433-7148
Mane Attraction Hair Designs
wants to get that spring break tan
ready for you! Unlimited tanning
thru March 2, $40! Also, $8 hair
cuts! 433-2212

(800)678-6386
COSTA RICA
It's not too late to make your
Spring Break plans!
Pick the adventure
that will last you a lifetime.
Go to Costa Rica! Call Pat
at new number, 574-0865.

WANTED
Horseback rider - Experienced
English rider. Ride my horses in
exchange tor show fees S
transportation. From Spring to Fall.
896-2421

PERSONALS
Come in a show student ID And receive $3 off any hair service
at The Studio. 434-8188
North Carolina this summer? For
summer employment S housing
info, call Paul at (800)662-2122
Adoption Is sn option - Happily
married couple seek to adopt
infant to share loving home &
bright future. We can help. Call
Karen & Ed collect (804)353-6625
Coffeehouse - Friday night.
Musical guests Seventh Heaven &
Waiting for Allison Center for OffCampus Living in Taylor Hall, 8-10
p.m. Refreshments, good music,
good tun, all tor free! See you
there
Bluebeard's Closet - Feb. 17 at
TKE. 11 p.m.
College Handbell Choir needs
ringers on Wednesdays from 4:155:15 p.m. Transportation provided.
Call Laura Douglass. 434-2846
If you see Jonsthan Rhudy tell
him his Valentine loves him &
misses him.
Attention JMU!
Feb. 20-24 is
Commuter Awareness Week!
Free Food & Giveaways
All Next Week!
Watch lor our ad
in Monday's Breeze>
Commuter Student Council
Today is the last day to vote for
A-Phiasco's Mr. & Miss HeartThrob on the commons Show your
spirit!
Jump for Life - Sponsored by
A<J>, Feb. 17, 5-9 p.m. & Feb. 18.
1-5 p.m. at Valley Mall. Help
support cardiac care & health!
Save the whales.

Save the trees.
Save the farmland.

Save the children.
Save the ocean.

Save it all.

Recycle,

If you did, you are like 14,000 other people who read The Breeze's
classified section twice a week. If you have space to rent, a car to
sell, a position to fill, or you just want to send a post-Valentine's Day
message to that special someone, Breeze classified advertising is
the best way. For more information, call Sandra at 568-6127 during
weekday business hours
,
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"A DEAL FOR EVERYONE"
Medium Large

Cheese $4.15 $5-07
ITOP. $5.07 $5.99
2ToP.$5.99 $6.91
"DOUBLE PLEASURE'
Medium 3-Topping
v

4Drinks$11.06
Large 3-Topping

5Drinks$12.90

"Back By Popular Demand'

Medium

Large

3-Topping

3-Topping

2 Drinks

4 Drinks

$6.45

$7.37

"Gatti's Gram

99\

Delivery Times
11a.m.-lain. Sun.-Thurs.
11 am.-2am. Fri.-Sat

433 - 0606
No Charge for Pan Perfect Crust
Toppings $1 Each
Drinks 50 < Each

ALL PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE TAX

OPENING TOMORROW:
GATTILAND
^Featuring: Daytona 500, Basketball, Air Hockey, Video Games,|
and many others ... Free Admission
Party Facilities for 80 people ... Give us a call!

